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Abstract

An approach to motion guidance, called virtual fixtures, is applied to admittancecontrolled human-machine cooperative systems, which are designed to help a human operator perform tasks that require precision and accuracy near human physical
limits. Virtual fixtures create guidance by limiting robot movement into restricted
regions (Forbidden-region virtual fixtures) or influence its movement along desired
paths (Guidance virtual fixtures). An implementation framework for vision-based
virtual fixtures, with an adjustable guidance level, was developed for applications in
ophthalmic surgery. Virtual fixtures were defined intraoperatively using a real-time
workspace reconstruction obtained from a vision system and were implemented on
a scaled-up retinal vein cannulation testbed. Two human-factors studies were performed to address design considerations of such a human-machine system. The first
study demonstrates that cooperative manipulation offers superior accuracy to telemanipulation in a Fitts’ Law targeting task; however, they are comparable in task
execution time. The second study shows that a large amount of guidance improves
performance in path-following tasks; however, it worsens the performance on tasks
ii

that require off-path motion. Gain selection criteria were developed to determine an
appropriate guidance level. Control methods to improve virtual fixture performance
in the presence of robot compliance and human involuntary motion were also developed. To obtain an accurate estimate of end-effector location, positions obtained
at discrete intervals from cameras are updated with a robot dynamic model using a
Kalman filter. Considering both robot compliance and hand dynamics, the control
methods effectively achieve the desired end-effector position under Forbidden-region
virtual fixtures and the desired velocity for Guidance virtual fixtures. An experiment
on a one-degree-of-freedom compliant human-machine system demonstrates the efficacy of the proposed controllers. A compliance model of the JHU Eye Robot was
developed to enable controller implementation on a higher degree-of-freedom humanmachine cooperative system. The presented research provides key insights for virtual
fixture design and implementation, particularly for fine manipulation tasks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Motivation

The research presented in this dissertation is inspired by the application of humanmachine collaborative systems to improve the quality of medicine. From its early
development, most robotic technology has been used in manufacturing applications.
For example, the Programable Universal Machine for Assembly (PUMA) (Unimation
Inc., Danbury, CT) [95], the Adept systems (Adept Technology, San Jose, CA), and
the IBM 7565 (IBM, NY) were among the first widely-used articulated robotic manipulators for automated assembly tasks. These robotic systems operated autonomously
and were aimed at replacing human operators by performing strenuous routine tasks
with superior power output, accuracy, and repeatability. In the late 1980s, Kwoh
et al. used the PUMA 200 [75] and Davies et al. introduced the ProBot (Prostate
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Robot) [29] as two of the first robotic systems to be used in surgery. The PUMA system was used to constrain surgical instrument motion along a predefined trajectory
during a Computed-Tomography (CT) guided stereotactic neurosurgery. The ProBot
was first used at the Guy’s Hospital in London to perform a prostate resection. Since
then, a variety of robotic devices designed specifically for medical applications has
followed. For example, the Robodoc [60, 59] and Neuromate [11] are robots developed
by Integrated Surgical Systems for orthopedic surgery and neurosurgery, respectively.
All of these robots carry out operations autonomously.
Not only that medicine introduces another realm of robotic application, it also
changes the way in which robots are designed and implemented. Even though most of
the early medical robots were autonomous systems; however, this gradually changed
to accommodate the needs of complex surgical procedures performed on delicate
anatomy. Several medical procedures involve fine manipulation performed on/near
delicate structures. For example, microsurgical procedures such as retinal vein cannulation require operation at micro-scales that exceed the capabilities of all but the most
skilled surgeons [111]. Even macro-scale tasks, such as moving an instrument along
a vein, can be mentally and physically demanding. Tremor and fatigue can greatly
affect accuracy and completion time during tracking tasks [101]. Robots can be more
precise than humans, but the complexity of tasks robots can perform in unstructured environments is restricted due to the limitations of artificial intelligence. This
suggests a need for a human interaction. Recent generations of medical robots are
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designed as an assistive tool in which the control is shared by the robot and a human
operator. This shared-control concept defines the term human-machine collaborative
systems, where the operator works “in-the-loop” with the robot during the task execution. We consider collaborative robotic systems that fall into two manipulation
paradigms: cooperative manipulation and teleoperated manipulation. In cooperative
manipulation, the operator control a single robot which directly interact with the
task space. In telemanipulation, the operator interacts with the environment from a
distance through two robots (called the master and the slave). The two manipulation
paradigms will be discussed in detail in Section 1.3.1.
This thesis focuses on the uses of cooperative robots of the admittance type. In the
class of robots of our interest, the admittance-controlled robots are nonbackdrivable,
which have highly-geared motors, and are equipped with force/torque sensing. The
robot motion is generated proportional to the user’s applied force, making the system
intuitive to use. Admittance control, along with the high mechanical stiffness and
non-backdrivability of the robot, allows for slow and precise motions, thus making
it highly suitable for tasks, such as micro-surgery, that require accuracy near human
physical limits. In particular, we are interested in providing the operators (surgeons)
with software-generated motion guidance, called virtual fixtures. In addition to the
increased precision, accuracy, and repeatability provided by a robot, virtual fixtures
are added to guide the robotic manipulator to help a human perform a task by limiting
the robot’s movement to restricted regions (Forbidden-region virtual fixtures) and/or
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influencing its movement along desired paths (Guidance virtual fixtures) [2]. As an
analogy to virtual fixtures, a ruler is a physical fixture which helps a user draws
a straight line faster and more accurately, but, leaves the user with the freedom to
override the assistance if desired. The amount of guidance provided by virtual fixtures
can be tuned by adjusting the virtual fixture gains.
The aim of our research is to evaluate the application of virtual fixtures for microsurgical tasks and to improve their performance, considering human factors and the
effect of unwanted system dynamics, in particular, robot compliance. Computer vision
is used to obtain realtime three-dimensional (3-D) workspace information needed in
the calculation of the virtual fixture geometry and to improve the task visualization.
In addition, we explore two human-factors considerations important to the design of
a human-machine system: manipulation paradigms and virtual fixture gain selection.
We compare performance of a targeting task using two manipulation paradigms,
cooperative and teleoperated manipulation. We then investigate the effect of virtual
fixture guidance levels on user performance, as measured by time and accuracy, on
tasks that simulate motions typically required in surgery, such as path-following,
off-path targeting, and object avoidance. Gain selection criteria based on task- or
performance-oriented preference are developed as way to determine an appropriate
level of guidance for virtual fixture implementation.
While a typical admittance-controlled robot is designed to be perfectly rigid, this
assumption does not always hold, especially for manipulation at the micro-scale.
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Figure 1.1: Comparison of tool positioning error with the Steady-Hand Robot when
the robot is cooperatively manipulated versus telemanipulated [80].
Figure 1.1 shows the position error of the admittance-controlled Steady-Hand Robot
[105] while it was both cooperatively manipulated and telemanipulated under virtual
fixture guidance. In a rigid robot, the end-effector pose is computed from the forward
kinematics based on the joint positions measured by encoders. Since the operator
directly applies a force to the robot in the cooperative paradigm, robot compliance
along with involuntary hand motion results in a pose error which cannot be measured
by the equipped position sensors. With this error, the virtual fixture performance
degrades as its geometry is incorrectly defined due to the false knowledge of the endeffector location with respect to the workspace. Computer vision can be used to
obtain accurate end-effector position; however, the information is obtained at a slow
update rate. We investigate methods to improve the position measurements. We then
develop virtual fixture methods to compensate for the unwanted system dynamics that
can prevent undesired tool motion beyond a forbidden-region boundary and achieve
the desired end-effector motions computed by a Guidance virtual fixture.
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1.2

Dissertation Contributions

We briefly summarize the major contributions of this dissertation as follows:

• We present a rigorous evaluation of vision-based virtual fixture performance
for motion guidance in admittance-controlled human-machine cooperative systems. We extend virtual fixture guidance methods from planar motion to threedimensional (3-D) motion. An experiment on a scaled-up retinal vein cannulation testbed demonstrated virtual fixture performance with an accuracy near
the resolution of the vision system. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this
provides the first example of 3-D vision-based virtual fixtures for ophthalmic
surgery.
• We develop human-factors design and implementation guidelines for robotassisted manipulation based on the results of two user studies. The first study
uses Fitts’ Law targeting task, to show the superior accuracy of steady-hand
cooperative manipulation to that of telemanipulation. In the second study, we
investigate the effect of the amount of virtual fixture guidance on user performance and develop gain selection criteria that determines an appropriate
guidance level for optimal performance.
• We identify human hand dynamic parameters including mass, stiffness, and
damping coefficients on a one-dimensional active pushing task involving flexion
of the wrist. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this work presents the
6

first identification of the mechanical impedance of the hand that considers both
translational and gripping force.
• We develop motion guidance methods to correct for unwanted dynamics in
a compliant admittance-controlled human-machine system. Considering both
robot compliance and hand dynamics, the control methods effectively achieve
the desired end-effector position under Forbidden-region virtual fixtures and the
desired velocity for Guidance virtual fixtures. An experiment on a one-degreeof-freedom compliant human-machine system demonstrates the efficacy of the
proposed controllers.

1.3

Related Work

The following sections review the prior work relevant to this dissertation. This
section will also give a brief introduction to terms, such as cooperative manipulation,
telemanipulation, admittance control, and impedance control, which will be used
throughout the dissertation. We first begin with an overview of human-machine
systems and robotic motion guidance techniques, called virtual fixtures, in Sections
1.3.1 and 1.3.2. The prior work in these sections provides important background for
the development of the motion guidance methods described in Chapter 2. Finally,
Section 1.3.3 details prior work related to the control of compliant robots with the
focus on applications in human-machine system. The work described in this section
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.2: Two human-machine interaction types: (a) cooperative manipulation
with the JHU Steady-Hand Robot [105] and (b) telemanipulation with the da Vinci
minimally invasive surgical system ( 2005 Intuitive Surgical Inc., Sunnyvale, CA.).

©

is relevant to the system dynamic models and the virtual fixture control methods
developed in Chapter 4.

1.3.1

Human-Machine Collaborative Systems

In a human-machine collaborative system, one can consider two types of humanmachine interaction: cooperative manipulation and telemanipulation. In a cooperative system such as the ones shown in Figure 1.2(a), a user simultaneously moves a
single robot that directly manipulates an environment. Complete proprioception is
maintained, making the system more intuitive to use than some teleoperated systems.
In a telemanipulated system, Figure 1.2(b), the operator controls a follower robot,
which operates in a remote environment, through a master robot (master-slave configuration). Telemanipulation allows more flexibility, since motion scaling and remote
8

operation can be accomplished.
Throughout this dissertation, the terms cooperative system (or cooperative manipulation) and telemanipulated system (also telemanipulation and teleoperated manipulation) refer to these two human-machine collaborative systems in which human
operates “in-the-loop” with the robotic system. This is to be distinguished from
the term “cooperative systems” widely used in the robotics literature, which denotes
collaborative systems of multiple robots.
In addition to the two interaction types, one can consider two robot control
paradigms commonly used in human-machine systems: admittance and impedance
control. Hashtrudi-Zaad and Salcudean provide a comparison for the two control
paradigms for a teleoperator [46]. In general, admittance-controlled robots are nonbackdrivable, have highly-geared motors, and are equipped with a force/torque sensor. The robot velocity is proportional to the user’s applied force as measured by the
force sensor. Admittance control, together with the stiffness and non-backdrivability
of the robot, allows for slow and precise motion. Most of the available teleoperator
and haptic (force-feedback) devices are of the impedance type, which are often lightly
damped and backdrivable [8, 45, 79]. There has been some research considering the
case where the master and/or slave are of the admittance type [46], but achieving
a sense of telepresence with this type of system is difficult because of practical limitations in how well one can cancel the inertial and frictional effects inherent in an
admittance-type robot.
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Examples of clinically-used collaborative robots include the LARS [106], the Johns
Hopkins Steady-Hand Robot [105], the Acrobot (Active Constraint Robot) [52, 27,
28], the da Vinci® (Intuitive Surgical Inc., Sunnyvale, CA.), and the ZEUS® (Computer Motion, now with Intuitive Surgical Inc.). The ZEUS® is no longer commercially available. The Acrobot works cooperatively with the surgeon to guide him/her
during bone cutting for knee surgery. The LARS, the da Vinci, and the Zeus systems
are used for minimally-invasive procedure (laparoscopic), where surgical instruments
are inserted and manipulated inside the patient through small incisions. The LARS
and the Steady-Hand Robot (Figure 1.2(a)) are admittance-controlled robots that
can be operated both cooperatively and with telemanipulation, where as the da Vinci
(Figure 1.2(b)) and the Zeus are impedance-controlled telemanipulated surgical systems.

1.3.2

Virtual Fixtures

In a human-machine system, virtual fixtures can be added as a means of providing guidance that helps a robotic manipulator perform a task by limiting its movement into restricted regions and/or influencing its movement along desired paths
[1, 4, 16, 66, 80, 87, 96, 102, 108, 34]. Most previous work on virtual fixtures has used
impedance-controlled telemanipulation devices, such as traditional haptic interfaces,
where the virtual fixtures are defined as forbidden regions (“virtual walls”) in the
master or slave workspace. Experiments have shown improvement in performance
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with virtual fixtures. Rosenberg [102] provided an implementation of virtual fixtures
for a peg-in-hole task in a teleoperated environment. The virtual fixtures were implemented using auditory feedback and impedance planes (virtual walls with stiffness
and damping properties) on a haptic device master. Experimental results showed
that the virtual fixtures improved performance of a peg-in-hole task by as much as
70% as compared to when no fixtures were present.
Payandeh and Stanisic [97] used a teleoperation system with haptic feedback for
the purposes of performance enhancement and training. They implemented both
forbidden-region and guidance virtual fixtures (they call the latter “force clues”), and
found in preliminary experiments that virtual fixtures reduce the time to complete
assembly tasks for both novice and expert telerobot operators. Virtual fixtures also
appear in the literature under many names, such as “haptically augmented teleoperation” [108] and “virtual mechanisms” [54, 92]. The stiffness of the virtual fixtures
in impedance systems is inherently limited by stability constraints on the stiffness of
virtual walls [5].
In medical application, Park and colleagues [96] applied a virtual wall to the slave
robot of a teleoperated surgical system (ZEUS® , Computer Motion, Inc.), defining
the position of the virtual fixture as the location of the internal mammary artery
obtained from a preoperative CT scan. The virtual fixture was implemented and
tested during in vitro blunt dissection for robot-assisted coronary bypass surgery,
reducing execution time by 27% and eliminating any penetration into the wall. The
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virtual fixture was only implemented on the slave and the system did not provide
any haptic feedback to the user. The Acrobot system [26] provides robot guidance
through the use of extra torque generated from the motor to ease or resist motion
upon entering predefined boundaries. The motion constraints are generated as haptic
clues rather than actually provide guidance along a predefined direction as in our
implementation. In addition, a form of virtual fixtures is generated in the ROBODOC
[60] by applying a force control to create guidance by easing the motion along the
direction of zero force.
Other interesting applications of virtual fixtures can be found in manufacturing
and vehicle control. For example, Cobots (Collaborative Robots) [98] utilize the
kinematic properties of the hardware design to create motion guidance in automotive
assembly and rehabilitation applications. The direction of motion of a Cobot is
associated with a single degree of freedom, which is actively steered within a higher
dimensional task space. Essentially, this results in a virtual fixture that is a path
in the task space, and the Cobot design provides passive stiffness orthogonal to the
desired path. In order to simulate “free mode” motion (frictionless, massless, isotropic
motion) in a Cobot, the control gives equal effect to the input force in the directions
orthogonal and parallel to the instantaneous allowed direction of motion. Gillespie
and Steele applied virtual fixtures in the form of haptic feedback in the manual control
of vehicle heading [36]. The definition of a path, provided by Global Positioning
System (GPS), was applied to control the steering of an agricultural vehicle to avoid
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collisions with obstacles along a straight path. Haptic feedback simulated a virtual
spring with its center at the desired steering angle. This reduced deviations from the
path by 50% and decreased visual demand on the driver by 42%.
In our work, we focus on vision-based virtual fixtures implemented in admittancecontrolled cooperative systems [73, 14, 16, 40, 65, 85, 87]. In these system, computer
vision is used to obtain workspace information in real-time. This approach enables
a robust virtual fixture implementation, in contrast to some of the prior work that
uses pre-operative CT scan [96], by allowing the virtual fixture geometry to be defined intraoperatively. Kumar et al. began the work on vision-based virtual fixtures,
which were termed robotic “augmentation strategies”, for robot guidance along planar curves and lines [73]. The task space was observed from a GRIN lens endoscope
(Insight Instruments, Inc.) attached to the end-effector of the JHU Steady-Hand
RCM Robot. This work presents a predecessor of the vision-based virtual fixture
framework proposed by Bettini et al. [14] and Hager [40], which is the framework
implemented in this dissertation. In both frameworks, virtual fixtures are created by
attenuating the robot output velocity corresponding to undesired directions of motion
and are designed as a shared control system where the user is able to override the
virtual fixtures. Our framework provides a geometric definition of the virtual fixtures
with an addition of a gain tuning ability that can be used to vary the amount of
virtual fixture guidance provided to the operator. In addition, Kapoor et al. also applied vision-based virtual fixture guidance on the Steady-Hand cooperative robot for
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a micro-scale biomanipulation (cell injection of a mouse embryo). In this work, the
location of the embryo and the needle tip were detected using computer vision. This
information was then used to define virtual fixtures; however, guidance was created
only for a planar motion.
Closely related to our work, Funda et al. developed an optimization-based motion
constraint method for a laparoscopic robot (LARS) [106, 34]. In this approach, constraint functions are created based on task-specific behavior and objective function
created by an input command, both defined by the user. Li et al. later extended the
method to include weighted, multi-objective constrained optimization framework to
define virtual fixture task primitives [83, 81, 57]. They investigated the application
of motion constraints for robot-assisted sinus surgery [83, 81] and minimally-invasive
procedures for the upper airway [58]. The method also provides an adjustable level of
motion constraint similar to the virtual fixtures proposed in [14, 15, 40]. The optimization approach can be implemented on either admittance or impedance-type manipulators. However, this approach has not been implemented with real-time workspace
reconstruction.

1.3.3

Control of Compliant Robots

It is recognized that link flexibility presents significant challenges in controlling
robotic systems. Having a human operator actively manipulating the end-effector, as
in a cooperative system, adds to the difficulty of position control with robot compli-
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ance. Human voluntary motion is hard to predict and can greatly affect the performance of the system. In addition to voluntary motion, a human hand also possesses
its own mechanical properties in which the dynamics can result in undesired, involuntary motion.
Extensive amount of research has been reported in the area of modeling and
control of flexible manipulators. Much of the early work in this area focused on
light-weight, large, and long manipulators carrying heavy loads for the tasks such
as hazardous waste management and space applications [19, 88, 110]. The models involve a complicated dynamical equations that include the detailed mechanical
properties of the manipulator. For medical applications, Mavroidis et al. considered
system elasticity and geometric distortions in the development of a robot calibration
method for a high-accuracy patient positioning systems for proton therapy [90, 91].
The method incorporates analytical models of the manipulator structural properties
to formulate the compliance model, which is then used to correct for the position.
The calibration procedure is performed pre-operatively once. This work considers a
large robotic manipulator carrying a static heavy payload. In minimally-invasive surgical robots, Beasley et al. [12] developed a method to measure the kinematic error
due to port displacement and instrument shaft flexion. Their work implemented a
model-based method to control the end-effector position; human dynamics were not
considered. There is some prior work that consider human dynamics in the analysis of the human-machine cooperative system performance by Kazerooni et al. and
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Kosuge et al. [61, 64]. However, they mainly focus on force control applications for
impedance-controlled systems; the flexibility of the manipulators was not considered.

1.4

Dissertation Overview

This chapter highlights the motivation of this thesis and provides the background
research relevant to our work. In the following chapters, three different topics related
to virtual fixture implementation and design considerations on admittance-controlled
cooperative robots are discussed. These are (1) virtual fixture implementation framework for micro-scale applications, (2) human factors design considerations, and (3)
compensation for robot compliance. We begin in Chapter 2 with an overview of cooperative systems and the control laws, which are the focus of the research reported
throughout this dissertation. The chapter begins with the definition of an admittance control law that governs the commanded motion of the cooperative systems,
followed by a description of the virtual fixture control laws developed in [14, 15, 40].
The chapter concludes with user studies to validate virtual fixture performance and
an experimental testbed which demonstrates the efficacy of virtual fixtures in aiding
ophthalmic surgery.
In Chapter 3, we investigate two human-factors design considerations of a robotassisted human-machine system: manipulation paradigms and virtual fixture gain
selection. The results of two user studies are reported. The first user study compares the performance of two manipulation paradigms: cooperative and teleoperated
16

manipulation, both implemented under the steady-hand paradigm. The steady-hand
paradigm refers to the smooth motion naturally provided by an admittance-controlled
robot. In the telemanipulated system, the steady-hand motion was created on the
impedance-controlled robots by the pseudo-admittance control developed in [5]. The
second study investigates the effect of virtual fixture guidance levels on user performance as measured by time and accuracy. A novel gain selection criteria (taskor performance-oriented) is proposed as a tool to determine an appropriate level of
virtual fixture guidance for optimal performance.
Chapter 4 addresses the fundamental problems that arise when virtual fixtures
are implemented in the presence of robot compliance, and describes the methods
proposed to improve the overall system accuracy. Despite the design architecture of
a typical admittance-controlled robot, the robot rigidity assumption is often false,
especially for manipulation at the micro-scale. This results in an inaccurate endeffector motion, since the virtual fixture geometry is incorrectly defined due to the
position error caused by the robot compliance. To improve the accuracy of the endeffector position measurements, the positions obtained at low update rate from a
visual tracking system are updated with the robot dynamic model using a Kalman
filter. In addition, dynamically-defined virtual fixtures are proposed to prevent undesired tool motion beyond a forbidden-region boundary, considering the robot and
hand dynamics. The chapter concludes with a partitioned control method to achieve
the desired end-effector velocity during the steady-hand motion and/or a guidance
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along a velocity trajectory computed by the virtual fixtures. The methods are implemented and verified on a 1-Degree-of-Freedom (DOF) testbed and on the 5-DOF
Johns Hopkins Eye Robot [51]. The implementation details and results specific to
each robot are provided in Chapter 5. Finally, in Chapter 6, we summarize the key
results of our work and provide some insights into future areas of research that can
build of the work presented in this dissertation.
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Chapter 2
Human-Machine Cooperative
Systems

2.1

Introduction

This work in this dissertation uses the assistance paradigm of cooperative manipulation, in which a human and robot share control of a tool. We have used a family
of systems especially designed for cooperative manipulation called the JHU steadyhand robots (Figure 2.1). The JHU Steady-Hand Robot (Figure 2.1(a)) [105] and
the Eye Robot (Figure 2.1(b)) [51] have seven and five degrees of freedom (DOF),
respectively. Both robots are equipped with a force sensing handle at the end-effector.
Tools are mounted at the endpoint, and “manipulated” by a human operator holding
the handle. The robot responds to the human operator’s applied force, providing
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: Examples of admittance-controlled cooperative robots: (a) the JHU
Steady-Hand RCM Robot and (b) the JHU Steady-Hand Eye Robot.
an intuitive and direct method of control for the operator. The robots have been
designed with the goal of micron-scale accuracy, and to be ergonomically appropriate
for micro-manipulation tasks such as microsurgery and microassembly.
Retinal surgery has drawn a particular interest of several researchers for the application of human-machine systems. In some cases in retinal surgery, a new surgical
technique is developed but only a handful of the surgeons in the world have sufficient
technical skill to carry out the procedure. For example, alternative approaches employing direct manipulation of surgical tools for local delivery of drugs to a retinal
vein (vein cannulation) or to destroy a tumor have been attempted, with promising
results, to treat multiple retinal diseases [111]. The procedure could offer a treatment to several leading causes of blindness in the elderly such as age-related macular
degeneration (AMD), choroidal neovascularization (CNV), branch retinal vein occlusion (BRVO), and central retinal vein occlusion (CRVO)[20, 104], in which the
20

current treatments including laser-based techniques such as photodynamic therapy
(PDT) and panretinal laser photocoagulation (PRP), often result in high recurrence
rate or complications that lead to loss of sight [37, 38]. Retinal vein cannulation [111]
involves the insertion of a needle of approximately 20-50 microns in diameter into
the lumen of a retinal vein (typically 100 microns in diameter or less, approximately
the diameter of a human hair) to deliver a clot dissolving drug. Based on comments
from retinal surgeons, tactile feedback is practically non-existent at these scales, and
depth perception is limited to what can be seen through a stereo surgical microscope.
Such procedures involve manipulation within delicate vitreoretinal structures.
Here, the challenges of small physical scale accentuate the need for increased precision and sensory enhancement, but the unstructured nature of the tasks dictates
that a human surgeon be directly “in-the-loop.” A number of human-machine systems has been developed for eye surgery such as the Steady-hand cooperative systems
[105, 72, 69, 68, 51], the Micron hand-held instrument providing an active tremor cancellation [100, 9], and high-precision teleoperated systems [50, 53]. In our approach,
we apply an admittance-controlled human-machine cooperative system to improve
the accuracy of such procedures. In addition, virtual fixtures can be added to guide
the surgeon’s motion along desired paths required by the procedure or to prevent an
undesired motion into restricted regions near a vital anatomical structure. Application of robot-assisted manipulation for retinal vein cannulation has also been explored
by Kumar, Jensen, and Taylor [68, 73]; however, in their work virtual fixtures were
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not implemented.
This chapter provides an overview of cooperative systems and their control laws
that are the focus of the work in this dissertation. We begin in Section 2.2 with the
definition of the admittance control law, which governs the commanded motion of
the cooperative systems, such as the ones shown in Figure 2.1. Section 2.3 describes
the virtual fixture control laws developed in [14, 15, 40]. We conclude with user
studies that measure virtual fixture performance and an experimental testbed that
demonstrates the efficacy of virtual fixtures in aiding ophthalmic surgery. In the
remainder of this thesis, a matrix transpose is denoted by the subscript T , scalars
are written lowercase in normal face (n), vectors are lowercase and boldface (n), and
matrices are normal face uppercase (N ).

2.2

Admittance Control

For the Steady-Hand robotic systems considered in our applications, the robot
velocity is commanded under an admittance control law described by

ẋd = ca f ,

(2.1)

where ẋd is the vector of the desired robot Cartesian velocity, ca > 0 is a scalar gain,
and f is a force/torque input. For the rest of this dissertation, this ca is referred to as
the admittance gain. The force/torque input, f , is known from a force and/or torque
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sensor, generally equipped on an admittance-type robot. The desired joint velocity,
q̇d , is then calculated from the desired Cartesian velocity, ẋd , described in (2.1) by

q̇d = J † ẋd ,

(2.2)

where J ∈ R6×nq is the standard kinematic Jacobian of the manipulator. † denotes the
pseudoinverse operation used in the case of robots with under-actuated or redundant
degrees of freedom. Note that (2.2) is well-defined if and only if J is full rank.
Equation (2.2) gives a commanded output to the robot actuators, u, as

Z
u = kp (qd − q) + kd (q̇d − q̇) + ki

(qd − q)dt,

(2.3)

where q is the robot joint position measured by encoders. q̇ is the joint velocity
computed by differentiating the joint position. From (2.3), the desired joint position, qd , is computed from the desired joint velocity, q̇d , providing the desired robot
trajectory. In our implementation, this process is performed using a high-bandwidth
low-level proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller. The PID gains are tuned
experimentally. For the Steady-Hand robotic systems considered in our applications,
the robots are designed to be nonbackdribable with each joint actuated by a highlygeared electric actuator. This design attenuates the effect of the gravitational force,
the high-order, and the nonlinear dynamic terms normally seen in a general robot dynamics equation. The non-backdrivability property also allows the assumption that
the robot motion is independent of the externally-applied force, making these class
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of robots well controlled under the admittance control law.
Under the admittance control, the robot motion is generated proportional to the
user’s applied force, making an admittance-controlled robots very intuitive to use
in a cooperative setting. In addition, the highly-geared actuators help to attenuate
the effect of undesired high-order dynamics, such as hand tremor. The admittance
control essentially results in a smooth purposeful motion, in which we refer to as the
steady-hand motion.

2.3

Virtual Fixtures for Motion Guidance

When using (2.1), the manipulator has an equal admittance in all directions. If
the scalar ca is replaced with a diagonal matrix Ca , the admittance of the manipulator
can be different in different directions [14, 15, 40]. For example, setting all except
for the first two diagonal entries to zero would create a system that permitted translational motion in the x-y plane only. We term this type of anisotropic admittance
a guidance virtual fixture. We refer to the motions with high admittance gain as
preferred directions, and the remaining directions as non-preferred directions. Here,
we summarize the virtual fixture control law developed in [14, 15, 40], which is the
fundamental control law used in the work presented in the rest of this chapter and
Chapter 3. A detailed explanation of the virtual fixture method can be found in [40].
Virtual fixtures are created by specifically identifying the preferred and nonpreferred directions of motion at a given time point t. Assume that we are given
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a 6 × n time-varying matrix D = D(t), 0 < n < 6. Intuitively, D represents the
instantaneous preferred directions of motion. For example, if n is 1, the preferred
direction is along a curve in SE(3); if n is 2, the preferred directions span a surface;
and so forth. The preferred direction can be defined from

v = c(fD + cτ fτ )
= c([D] + cτ hDi)f ,

(2.4)

where v ∈ R6 represents the desired end-effector velocity, f ∈ R6 is the force input. c
and cτ are scalar gains and the projection operators, [D] and hDi, are defined as

[D] = D(DT D)−1 DT

(2.5)

hDi = I − [D].

(2.6)

The properties of the operators [D] and hDi are described in [40]. The projection
operators are used to decompose the input force vector, f , into two components: the
component along the preferred direction and orthogonal to the preferred direction
(non-preferred direction), respectively. An admittance gain cτ ∈ [0, 1] is introduced
to attenuate the non-preferred component of the force input. By choosing c, we
control the overall admittance of the system. Choosing cτ low imposes the additional
constraint that the robot is stiffer in the non-preferred directions of motion. We refer
to the case of cτ = 0 as a hard virtual fixture, since it is not possible to move in any
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Table 2.1: Virtual fixture gains and corresponding guidance levels.
Virtual Fixture Gain (cτ )

Description

0

Complete Guidance

0.3

Medium Guidance

0.6

Soft Guidance

1

No Guidance

direction other than the preferred direction. All other cases will be referred to as soft
virtual fixtures. In the case cτ = 1, we have an isotropic admittance gain as before.
It is also possible to choose cτ > 1 and create a virtual fixture where it is easier to
move in non-preferred directions than preferred. In this case, the natural approach
would be to switch the role of the preferred and non-preferred directions. Table 2.1
summarizes the range of virtual fixture gain with the corresponding guidance level.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the effect of the virtual fixture guidance in a curve-following
task. When no guidance is provided in Figure 2.2(a), the user can freely influence the
robot motion resulting in high deviation from the curve. The amount of deviation
decreases as the guidance level increases as seen in Figure 2.2(b-d).
Intuitively, the virtual fixture control law (Equation (2.4)) is in the general form
of an admittance control with a time-varying gain matrix determined by D(t). It
allows the robot programmer to control the direction of the output velocity, which
creates “virtual fixture guidance.” Given a preferred direction D(t), the virtual fixture
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Figure 2.2: Example end-effector positions for the curve-following task at four admittance gains: (a) cτ = 1, no guidance, (b) cτ = 0.6, soft guidance, (c) cτ = 0.3,
medium guidance, and (d) cτ = 0, complete guidance.

control law (Equation (2.4)) is an open-loop implementation, since the position of the
tool tip is allowed to move parallel to the preferred direction.
However, if there is an underlying desired reference trajectory or setpoint, and
the tool tip is not within that reference, then it is necessary to adjust the preferred
direction to move the tool tip toward it. Again, consider D as the reference preferred
surface and u = f (x, S) as a unit vector giving direction of the error from the tool
tip position to the reference direction, and S ⊆ SE(3) is the motion objective. In
addition, u = u(t) and D = D(t) satisfy the condition such that [D]u = 0. A new
preferred direction is defined as follows:
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[D]|| ff ||

f

x
Dg
D u

Figure 2.3: Geometric representation of the preferred direction, Dg (x), defined by
the closed-loop virtual fixture control law, Equation (2.7). x and f represent tool tip
position and applied force, respectively.

Dg (x) = [(1 − cd )[D]

f
+ cd hDiu] 0 < cd < 1
kf k

(2.7)

Substituting Equation (2.7) into Equation (2.4) yields a closed-loop virtual fixture
law that controls the robot toward S and seeks to maintain user motion within that
surface. Figure 2.3 illustrates the geometric representation of Equation (2.7), where
the direction of Dg (x) changes depending on the value cd . Note that the closed-loop
virtual fixture control law is equivalent to the original open-loop equation (Equation
(2.4)) when the error compensation term u or cd become zero. For Equation (2.7)
and Equation (2.4) to result in a guidance toward the reference path D, it is required
that f T u > 0. When f T u < 0, this suggests the situation when the user purposely
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try to move away from the reference path.

2.4

Rotational Virtual Fixture Implementation

We now present an illustrative case of virtual fixture implementation and the effect
of control parameters (e.g., servo gain) on system performance, using JHU SteadyHand Robot [105]. We begin with the rotational implementation and subsequently
describe vision-based virtual fixtures for translation degrees of freedom. In this example, a predefined spatial virtual fixture is used to guide the robot. We applied
the virtual fixture control law using the Remote Center Motion (RCM) module of
the JHU Steady-Hand robot [105], which rotates the end-effector of the robot about
a fixed point in the workspace (RCM point). A straight rigid tool was attached to
the robot end-effector and was initially arranged to align with the robot z-axis. The
goal is to rotate the tool about the robot z-axis with a fixed angle, by simultaneously
rotating about the robot x- and y-axes. This creates a cone-shaped motion with the
tip located at the RCM point. In both open loop and closed loop cases, the admittance gain, cτ , of (2.1) is set to zero suggesting a complete virtual fixture. For a pure
rotational motion, our preferred direction can be defined in the Cartesian space by a
6 × 1 matrix D in the robot base frame as

T


D=

0 0 0 0 0 1
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.

(2.8)

The orientation of the tool (obtained from the robot encoders) is expressed in
the joint coordinates of the robot as θ1 and θ2 for rotation about the x and y axes,
respectively. Thus, the preferred direction can then be expressed in the tool frame as




T
0 
 Txyz
 0 0 0 0 0 1
Dt = 
,


0 Rxyz

(2.9)

where Txyz and Rxyz are 3 × 3 matrices that describe the translational and rotational
components of the inverse kinematics of the robot, respectively. If the robot joint
coordinates are
T


q=

x y z θ 1 θ2 θ3

,

(2.10)

the Steady-Hand Robot kinematics yield Txyz = I3×3 , since there is no translation,
and



Rxyz



 c(θ2 ) s(θ1 )s(θ2 ) −c(θ1 )s(θ2 )


=
c(θ1 )
s(θ1 )
 0


s(θ2 ) −s(θ1 )c(θ2 ) c(θ1 )c(θ2 )




,




(2.11)

where s(·) and c(·) denote sin (·) and cos (·), respectively. θ1 and θ2 can be represented
by a parametric function of γ and α (θ = f (α, γ)), where γ is a pre-defined initial
angle of rotation about the x-axis and α is the initial angle of rotation about the
z-axis in Cartesian coordinates. In this case, α has the value between 0 to 2π. The
rotation in Cartesian coordinates is represented using x − y − z Euler angles.
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2.4.1

Open Loop Virtual Fixtures

For open loop virtual fixtures, where the error compensation term in (2.7) is zero,
the preferred direction has the same form as Dt in (2.9). We implemented the control
law by running the robot both manually and autonomously. In the autonomous mode,
the input force was computed by simply scaling the preferred direction of motion. The
result is to simulate force applied by a “perfect” user intending to follow the path.
Figures 2.4(a) and 2.4(b) show the position of the tool with respect to the center point
of motion for the cases of autonomous manipulation and cooperative manipulation,
respectively.
It is evident from the figures that without any error servo, the position of the
tool tip gradually spirals out from the reference path. The residual error itself results
in a gradual deviation of the tool even without any external disturbance such as
force provided by a user. Cooperative manipulation offers a more accurate result as
shown in Figure 2.4(b). The user acts as an additional error servo to lessen the tool
deviation.

2.4.2

Closed Loop Virtual Fixtures

We now introduce an error compensation term to guide the tool tip toward the
reference surface. Let n denote a 3 × 1 vector pointing along the preferred rotational
motion along the axis of the tool and z denote a 3 × 1 vector pointing along the axis
of the tool at any point in time, both expressed in the tool frame. However, z is
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Figure 2.4: The top (left) and side (right) view plots of robot tip position with open
loop virtual fixtures for (a) autonomous manipulation and (b) cooperative manipulation. The units are normalized for a tool length of 1.
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determined from the values of θ1 and θ2 . Since these joint coordinates are read from
the robot encoders, this will inherently cause some inaccuracy in positioning, as is
evident in the open loop case. The control command for closed loop control is


u=



0
z×n





(2.12)

The new preferred direction, Dg (x), can be calculated from (2.7). The position
of the tool for autonomous and cooperative manipulation are shown in Figures 2.5a
and 2.5b, respectively.
It is clear from the figures that the closed-loop control offers much more accurate
guidance. A major issue in closed-loop virtual fixturing is the selection of a proper
gain parameter (cd ). In the experiment, we used the values of 0.5 and 0.08 in the
control laws for the autonomous and cooperative cases, respectively. The selection
of cd in this experiment was chosen through trial-and-error. When the gain is too
low, the tool tip converges to the reference path slowly. In contrast, making it too
high results in instability. The range of gains that offers reasonable guidance is much
smaller in the autonomous robot than in the cooperative system. It was also observed
that the value of cd with the best performance was much larger for the autonomous
manipulation case, the actions of the user during cooperative manipulation seem to
contribute a significant effect on system performance.
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Figure 2.5: The top (left) and side (right) view plots of robot tip position with
closed-loop virtual fixtures for (a) autonomous manipulation and (b) cooperative
manipulation. The units are normalized for a tool length of 1.
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Figure 2.6: The experimental setup for the Steady Hand Robot using virtual fixtures
to assist in a planar path following task.

2.5

Translational Virtual Fixture Implementation

In this section, we demonstrate a control method for vision-based virtual fixtures.
For a two-dimensional case (following a path in the robot x − y plane), the preferred
direction is expressed as a 6 × 1 time-varying matrix D with terms corresponding
to the motion along the x and y axes. The control, u, is a signed vector describing
the error from the current tool tip position to the closest point on the reference path
determined by a visual system.
In the experiment, visual information was provided by a CCD camera with a lens
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of 12mm focal length, mounted on the end-effector of the Steady-Hand robot and
elevated 11 cm from the plane of the reference path. The experiment used 640 × 480
pixel images in which the pixel size was 0.002mm × 0.002 mm. Only a portion of the
path can be seen by the user on the computer monitor, as shown in Figure 2.6. An
edge-detection algorithm in the XVision system [42] was used to track the tangent to
the path at a point closest to the user. The position of the path and the end-effector
were displayed in real time at 30Hz during task execution. The path was a sine curve
printed in black on white paper with 35mm amplitude, 70mm wavelength, and line
thickness of 0.39mm. The metrics of error and execution time, taken from a start
point to an end point on the path, were recorded to evaluate system performance.
The error is the sum of error calculated from the camera system in pixel converted
into millimeters.
The control laws used in these experiments are the same as in the rotational
virtual fixture case, although D is now defined by the tangent to the reference path,
as determined by the XVision system.
T


D=

tx ty 0 0 0 0

,

(2.13)

where tx and ty are the components of the vector tangent to the reference path, at
a point on the path closest to the robot tool, in the x and y directions, respectively.
Three virtual fixture gain values (cτ in (2.4) of 0, 0.3, and 0.6, were used in this case
to represent “complete”, “hard”, and “soft” virtual fixture guidance, respectively.
These experiments were performed in cooperative manipulation mode only.
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Table 2.2: Average execution time and error for an open loop virtual fixture. Standard
deviations corresponding to average time and average error are shown.

2.5.1

cτ

Avg. Time [Sec]

Std. Dev.

Avg. Error [mm]

Std. Dev.

0

12.771

0.344

3.017

0.424

0.3

12.221

0.106

0.576

0.134

0.6

14.091

0.809

0.578

0.086

Open Loop Virtual Fixtures

For open loop virtual fixtures, the error information provided by the camera is
ignored. The average time and average error taken three trials of experiment from an
experienced user is shown in Table 2.2.
From the results, it can be seen that admittance gain variation does not have
significant effect on the performance improvement without any error compensation.
In case of the “complete” guidance, mechanical effects such as the dynamics of the
robot eventually deviate the end effector from the path. Since the virtual fixture
allows motion parallel to the reference path, having cτ equal to zero, in fact, makes
it impossible for the user to return back to the path again. This explains the high
error value when cτ = 0 in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.3: Average execution time and error for a closed loop virtual fixture. Standard
deviations corresponding to average time and average error are shown.

2.5.2

cτ

Avg. Time [Sec]

Std. Dev.

Avg. Error [mm]

Std. Dev.

0

12.023

0.069

0.118

0.009

0.3

12.056

0.069

0.179

0.027

0.6

13.035

1.124

0.353

0.059

Closed Loop Virtual Fixtures

With error compensation to guide the tool tip back to the reference path, the
error is reduced significantly, as shown by the experimental results in Table 2.3. In
this experiment, the control gain, cd is fixed at 0.08.
The effect of admittance gain tuning on error reduction, is significant in this case.
With “complete” guidance, error and execution time are kept at the minimum.

2.6

Vision-based Virtual Fixtures for Ophthalmic
Surgery

Motivated by the application of robotic assistance in microsurgery, we conducted
a preliminary study with the virtual fixtures guidance on tasks designed to mimic
the sub-steps commonly performed in ophthalmic surgery. We employ vision-based
techniques the reconstruct 3D geometry to create virtual fixtures that aid in moving
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tools relative to observed surfaces and surface features in a surgical environment. This
part of research was performed in collaboration with the Computational Interaction
and Robotics Laboratory (CIRL) at the Johns Hopkins University whose software
were used for tracking and 3D surface reconstruction [30, 23, 99]. In the following
sections, we describe the structure of our macro-scale testbed system, detail the vision
and control algorithms used, and present data from preliminary demonstrations and
validation of the system.

2.6.1

Experimental Setup

In retinal micro-surgical procedures, the surgeon views the retina and manipulates
the tool inside the eye through a microscope. As a preliminary phantom testbed for
the application virtual fixture guidance to surgery, we developed a scaled experiment
as shown in Figure 2.7. We used the Steady-Hand Robot with stereo cameras located
approximately 0.6 m away from the robot. A tool is attached to the end-effector of the
robot through a 6-DOF force/torque sensors. The user applies force directly at the
tool handle. Two types of surface were tested, a slanted plane and a concave surface
to simulate the back of the human retina. For the latter, we used a concave surface
of approximately 15 cm in diameter covered with an enlarged gray-scale image of a
human retina. The stereo system was comprised of 2 digital color cameras with 12 mm
focal length. During the manipulation, the user has direct view of the surface. To test
the effectiveness of the virtual fixtures, only hard constraint (cτ = 0) is implemented.
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Figure 2.7: Eye surgery testbed showing the Steady-Hand Robot system [105], a
stereo camera setup, and a macro-scale mock retinal surface.

The threshold for the surface tracking task was a constant 3 mm offset from the
surface.

2.6.2

Surgical Field Modeling

Accomplishing the aforementioned goal requires detection and tracking of both the
underlying surface as well as the operative tool. A calibrated stereo camera system
with known intrinsic and extrinsic parameters is used for 3D reconstruction of the
surface and the robot end-effector position. We briefly describe how the vision system
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recovers both surface and tool geometry1 .
In our application, the surface is assumed to be smooth to second order with no
self-occlusions. Given a calibrated stereo system, the first step in surface modelling
is to match a sparse set of selected surface points and compute the stereo disparity of
those points. These disparities are then modeled using third order tensor b-splines,
and the control points are refined directly from the raw intensity images using a
gradient-based surface tracking method developed in [23] and [99].
As new images are acquired, the disparity surface is first updated. A selected set
of surface points are reconstructed and from these points, a new spline describing the
3D geometry of the surface is computed. Although in practice it would be possible
to directly track the surface spline using image data, the disparity spline is linear
in parameters, and as a result is more straightforward and stable to update. For
the surfaces we observe, the nonlinearity between disparity and depth has not been
a significant issue. Though the algorithm allows for real-time surface tracking, the
surface used is static. Hence in the experiment, the surface is re-constructed once
prior to the virtual fixtures implementation.
The tool to be manipulated is attached rigidly to a 6-DOF force-torque sensor
held by the JHU Steady-Hand Robot. As the tool moves, it is tracked both in the
left and right images. The tool geometry, which includes the tool tip position and
orientation in 3D, is computed in a two-step tracking algorithm [43]. The first step
1
The author gratefully thanks J. Corso, W. Lau, N. Ramey, and M. Dewan for the use of their
surface reconstruction and tool tracking software
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involves cue segmentation and maintaining robust cue statistics similar to one used
in [113]. Initially, the tool is selected from the first frame and the color mean and
covariance of both the tool and the background is generated. The algorithm updates
the color statistics of the tool in each subsequent images for robust tracking. For
simplicity, we assume a single colored tool, although the tracking methods can be
extended to multi-colored tools.
The second step involves the localization of the tool in the segmented image. The
tool itself appears as a cylinder in the stereo image. Given prior segmentation, the
localization step involves finding the location of the tool tip and the orientation of
the tool shaft in both camera images. It is assumed that the tool undergoes mainly
image-plane rotation and translation, thus the tool motion can be represented by
three parameters, namely image-plane rotation angle and the two components of the
translation vector. At every time step, using the parameters at the last time step,
a warped image of fixed size is obtained from the input image. The warped image
is then color segmented as described above and the tool is localized in the warped
image using the algorithm which is discussed in detail in [43]. The tool is localized in
both left and right images and finally reconstructed to obtain its 3D geometry. The
tracker overlays the tracking result on the tool as shown in Figure 2.8.

2.6.3

Virtual Fixture Implementation

In our implementation, we consider 5 different sub-tasks shown in Figure 2.9:
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Figure 2.8: Display of the tool used in the testbed for ophthalmic surgery with an
overlay of tracking information.

• Free Motion: The user can freely move the robot to any desired pose. This
is equivalent to setting cτ to 1.
• Surface Following: The tool is constrained to move along the surface with a
specified offset and, optionally, the tool can maintain an orientation orthogonal
to the surface.
• Tool Alignment: The user can orient the tool along a preferred direction
which is the desired tool orientation.
• Targeting: The only motion allowed is toward a fixed target specified on the
surface.
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a
b

c
d
e

Figure 2.9: Schematic illustrating five sub-tasks: (a) Free motion, (b) Surface following, (c) Tool alignment, (d) Targeting, and (e) Insertion and extraction, implemented
with virtual fixtures on the retinal surgery testbed.

• Insertion/Extraction: The only motion allowed is along the axis of the tool.
In this case, only the insertion stage of the Steady-Hand robot is activated.

The tasks are designed to simulate the sub-steps in performing a more complicated
procedure. For example in a retinal vein cannulation procedure, the surgeon may want
to move freely until the tool comes close to the retinal surface, follow with some safe
distance along the surface, move to a specified target, align the needle to a desired
orientation, then insert and extract the needle for drug delivery into the vein. In
the experiment, the user is allowed to change the state of manipulation (Free motion,
Tool insertion/extraction, Tool alignment, Targeting, and Surface following) from the
GUI. Each state is activated by user pressing a button in the GUI.
We compute the preferred direction by establishing the normal to the surface
at the point closest to the tool tip from the reconstructed b-spline surface. The
instantaneous preferred direction of motion (D) is then along a plane determined
by the span of the plane orthogonal to the normal. To implement this, the closest
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point of intersection between the tool tip and the surface is determined from the
algorithm for intersection computation described in [22]. The normal, tangents in
the x and y directions to the surface at the intersection point are calculated from the
spline representation also described in [22]. A relative position error and orientation
error can be calculated from the tool tip position and tool orientation estimated from
the tool tracker. Positional error is a signed vector from tool tip to the intersection
point on the surface. Orientational error between the tool orientation and the desired
orientation is their cross product. Hence, the preferred direction, D, and the control,
u, can be written for the closed-loop velocity control law for each task using the
equations previously described in Section 2.3.

2.6.4

Camera-to-Robot Registration

Camera-to-robot registration is an integral step in the experimental setup; since its
resolution and accuracy determine the efficacy of the virtual fixtures implementation.
The 3D coordinates of the surface and the tool pose are computed in the camera
coordinate frame by the vision system. The preferred directions, D, and error, u,
are hence first calculated in the camera frame and then converted to the robot frame
where the rest of the virtual fixtures control law is implemented to obtain the desired
Cartesian tip velocity. The tip velocity is then transferred to joint velocity command
for the robot low-level PD controller through the Jacobian calculated from the robot
kinematics.
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Figure 2.10: The calibration set up. The coordinate frames are shown arbitrarily. The
dotted lines show the transformations that can be determined using the Optotrak,
namely Toc , Tor , and Tob .

The camera-to-robot registration process can be understood from Figure 2.10. The
stereo camera system is first calibrated using a publically available Matlab toolbox.
The camera calibration process is also necessary for the 3D reconstruction of the tool
pose and the workspace. In order to obtain the transformation between the cameras
and the robot (Tcr ), the Optotrak (Northern Digital Inc., Ontario, Canada) is used.
First, the robot reference frame is computed in the Optotrak frame of reference (Tor ).
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For the Steady-Hand Robot, the initial position of the remote center of motion (RCM)
point is the origin of the robot fixed frame. To determine this center, a planar rigid
body with Optotrak markers is attached on the robot as shown in Figure 2.11. The
transformation between the RCM and the Optotrak frame of references is computed
by first rotating the robot about the x and y axes and then translating it along the
three coordinate axes. The two rotations give the origin of the robot reference frame at
the point of intersection. From this data, we compute the rigid-body transformation
relating Optotrak to robot coordinates.
The transformation between the Optotrak and the camera (Toc ) is computed using
the calibration pattern with six Optotrak LED markers rigidly attached (Figure 2.12).
Once calibrated, the centers of the LED markers are estimated in the left and right
rectified images and then triangulated to compute the 3D positions in the camera
coordinate frame. These points are also observed in the Optotrak coordinate system.
Finally, using standard least square fitting techniques the rigid body transformation
between the Optotrak and the camera is obtained [10]. All transformations are computed with reference to an independent fixed rigid body to avoid any noise from the
motion of the Optotrak. As stated earlier, once these transformations are known, the
transformation between the robot and the camera can be computed from:

−1
Tor
Tcr = Toc

(2.14)

With the least squares technique used to compute rigid body transformations, the
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Figure 2.11: The Steady-Hand Robot with an Optotrak rigid body attached to the
last stage of the last joint.

average error for the transformation was approximately 2 +/- 1.5 mm. A significant
source of error may due to difficulty of segmenting the center of LED markers in the
images.

2.6.5

System Validation

First, the accuracy of the tool tracker is validated with the Optotrak. Using the
transformation between the Optotrak and the camera already computed in (2.14), the
tracking error can be computed in a straightforward manner. Figure 2.13 shows the
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Figure 2.12: A rigid body used to obtain the transformation between the stereo
camera system and the Optotrak.

comparison of the xyz robot positions obtained by the Optotrak and the tracker. Optotrak data were converted to the camera frame by the corresponding transformation
described earlier. There was a constant offset of approximately 5 mm in the y coordinates. We believe that this constant offset is due to an error in the Camera-Optotrak
calibration because of the difficulty of segmenting LED centers as mentioned earlier.
The tool tracking has about 1 pixel error when the offset is accounted for.
The surface reconstruction accuracy can be similarly estimated by reconstructing
the surface in the Optotrak using a pointed rigid body calibrated at the tip. Figure
2.14 shows the overlay of the data points obtained from the Optotrak (black dots)
on the reconstructed surfaces (with texture). The error in the plane reconstruction
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X Position [mm]
Y Position [mm]
Z Position [mm]

Sample Period

Figure 2.13: xyz positions of the tool tip estimated by the tool tracker (solid line)
and estimated by the Optotrak (dashed line). Calibration error introduced a constant
offset of 5 mm in the transformation as shown in the y position plot.

(Figure 2.14(a)) is quite low. In the case of the concave surface (Figure 2.14(b));
however, the reconstruction from the camera show higher errors especially toward
the boundary where the neighborhood information is sparse. The reconstruction
covers an area of approximately 6.5cm x 17cm and 6.5cm x 11cm for the plane and
the concave surface, respectively.

2.6.6

Results and Discussion

Figure 2.15 shows the magnitude of the error over time of manipulation during
surface following, alignment, and targeting tasks with hard virtual fixtures. Note
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.14: Textured surface reconstruction overlaid with ground truth surface data
(black dots) obtained from the Optotrak for (a) Slanted plane and (b) Portion of the
eye phantom.

here that the small steps shown on the plot are the result of update rate difference
between the cameras and the robot. Sources of noise in the magnitude plot may be
due to inaccuracy of the surface reconstruction, error in the estimation of tool tip
position, and error in calibration. In addition, the width of the tool can introduce
some error in the tool tracker’s estimation of the tool center as the tool is viewed
from different angles. In surface following mode, we use 3 mm as the desired offset
above the actual surfaces. The average error between the tool tip position and the
reference surface was approximately 3 +/- 2 mm. The dashed vertical and horizontal
lines indicate the time when the tool reached the surface and the average (at 3 mm),
respectively. We believe that the few negative errors in the surface following error
plots are the result of the noise in the system mentioned above. Note that the user
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started above the desired surface in the beginning as the error decreased when the
tool moved closer to the surface.
The decays of the error as the tool approached a specified orientation (Align
mode) and target (Target mode) can be clearly seen. In Align and Target modes, the
virtual fixture control law allows the movement along the direction of the error vector
(forward and backward motion toward the desired orientation/target). Therefore,
the user is allowed to move toward or away from the desired pose as the plots show
in some portion of the targeting task. However, gain tuning is used to minimize the
motion in the direction away from the desired pose. Similar results can be seen for the
concave surface. We also performed the surface following task in free motion. The
performances with virtual fixtures guidance in the surface following and targeting
tasks do not show significant improvement over free motion especially with the level
of noise and the resolution of the system. However, performance with virtual fixtures
guidance naturally surpasses free motion in the alignment task.
The accuracy of the calibration and the limitation of the system are important
factors affecting the system performance. With the current setup, the resolution
we can obtain is approximately 3 mm/pixel. Table 2.4 provides an estimate of the
resolution of the current setup (Sony X700) along with an endoscope and a microscope
system. Based on our implementation in the current setup and some preliminary
experiments, we believe that it is extendable to the high resolution systems to perform
tasks at micro-scale. In order to achieve the required accuracy for vascular procedures
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Norm Error [mm]
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Target Mode
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Surface Following Mode
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Align Mode

Norm Error [mm]

Target Mode
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Figure 2.15: The signed magnitude of error between the tool tip position and its
intersection on (top) a plane and (bottom) a concave surface.
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Table 2.4: Estimated resolution of different visual systems.
Systems

Disparity Range [Pixel]

Resolution [mm/pix]

Sony X700 with 12mm lens

275-300

3.07-2.58

Endoscope (Olympus OTV-3D2)

76-86

0.49-0.389

Microscope (Zeiss OPMI1-H)

1992-2036

0.13-0.125

in the eye, it will be necessary to compute tool and surface locations to sub-pixel
accuracy. Recent results in this direction appear to promise depth resolution on
the order of 1/10 pixel, which is sufficient for the applications described above [78].
Another limitations of the system is the slow update rate of the cameras (10-15Hz)
with respect to the robot (100Hz). Estimation techniques such as Kalman filtering
can be used to obtain much smoother tool positions. To improve the accuracy, fine
motion tracking techniques like sum of squared differences (SSD) and kernel-based
methods can be used to obtain subpixel accuracy for tool tracking [41].

2.7

Conclusions

In this chapter, we outlined a broad approach to guidance virtual fixtures, and
applied the algorithms to two specific cases of assistance: translational and rotational
motion. We used a visual system to obtain the knowledge of the workspace including
the tool tip location and the reference path. This enables a robust virtual fixture im-
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plementation, since the information regarding the reference path can be determined
intraoperatively. This general approach of creating systems that are able to sense and
react to the environment is central to our goal of creating effective human-machine
systems. In addition, the virtual fixture implementation is extended to motion guidance in 3D. In particular, we built a framework for the application of vision-based
virtual fixture guidance in retinal surgery using a macro-scale testbed. A stereo cameras system provided real-time pose estimation of the tool and 3D reconstruction of
the workspace, which were used to compute the virtual fixture geometry. To our
knowledge, the testbed provides the first example of a virtual fixture implemented on
human-machine cooperative system based entirely on a visual reconstruction of the
surrounding environment.
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Chapter 3
Cooperative Systems:
Human-Factors Design
Considerations

3.1

Introduction

In a human-machine systems, a human operator interacts closely with a computerized device. There has been extensive work in the area of performance analysis and
ergonomic studies for human-machine systems, especially for human-computer interaction (HCI) with the goal to improving upon the design of a human-machine system
in order to achieve the optimal performance. Closely related to our work, Kumar et
al. performed a comparative study that shows the applicability of the Steady-Hand
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RCM robot and the LARS platforms for fine surgical motions augmented in the experiment by micro-scale pick-and-place tasks (150-250 µm) [70]. The performance
of both robots manipulated cooperatively under admittance control was compared to
freehand (unassisted) and autonomous manipulation. The experiment showed robotic
assistance significant improved the task accuracy over freehand manipulation. In our
work, we conducted two user studies: we compared the performance of two manipulation paradigms (cooperative manipulation and telemanipulation) and examined of
virtual fixture assistance in a cooperative system.
In the first study, conducted in collaboration with Emeagwali et al. [32], we
seek to compare the performance, measured by accuracy and execution time, of two
manipulation paradigms: cooperative versus telemanipulation. Motivated by applications of robotic guidance in microsurgery, which requires high precision in a small
work volume, our focus has been on the use of admittance-controlled cooperative
systems. Despite their several advantages, admittance-controlled systems lack some
characteristics that are available in impedance-type telemanipulated systems, such as
motion scalability and remote operation. In 2003, Abbott and Okamura developed
a pseudo-admittance control law that may offer an ideal setup for a human-machine
system, [5], in which the control law allows an impedance-type teleoperation master
to provide a steady-hand motion as in the case of the admittance-controlled robots.
We term this the steady-hand telemanipulation. The first study aims at validating
the efficacy of the telemanipulation under the pseudo-admittance control paradigm
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in comparison to the traditional admittance-controlled cooperative system.
In the second study, we focus on a design consideration for virtual fixture implementation, specifically, the virtual fixture gain tuning. The study aims to quantify
the appropriate balance between human control and virtual fixture guidance. As
described previously described in Section 1.3.2, virtual fixtures improve user performance during robotic manipulation. However, the effect of the level of guidance on
performance has never been studied. For our implementation of virtual fixtures on an
admittance-controlled cooperative system [16, 40], the guidance level can be adjusted
by varying the virtual fixture gain (cτ ). The guidance ranges from complete guidance
(cτ = 0) strictly prevents the user from deviating from the reference path, whereas
no guidance (cτ = 1) allows the user to move with equal ease in any direction. When
a virtual fixture provides guidance, both speed and accuracy are improved. More
importantly, many virtual fixtures are computed using some sensor (e.g. computer
vision or medical imaging), so the virtual fixture provided may be based on incomplete
information about the task, or computed incorrectly due to image noise or changing
light levels. In such systems, the user should maintain some control over the machine, in case the virtual fixture is not placed or shaped exactly right. In this study,
we apply an admittance-controlled cooperative robot to evaluate the effect of virtual
fixture guidance on speed and accuracy on tasks that require different level of the
operator’s control. We then apply the results in developing methods to determine the
virtual fixture gain for optimal performance.
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3.2

Study I: Steady-hand Cooperative vs. Teleoperated Manipulation

In ergonomic studies of HCI tasks, Fitts [33] provides a foundation by investigating the relationship between speed and accuracy for a targeting experiment. Fitts’
law describes the logarithmic relation between a user average movement times and
the ratio of the distance between targets divided by their widths, effectively stating a
fundamental limitation in the control of a movement. In this work using a Fitts Law
targeting task [33], we compare user performance of three manipulation paradigms:
freehand manipulation (Experiment I), steady-hand cooperative manipulation (Experiment II), and steady-hand telemanipulation (Experiment III). Virtual fixtures
are not implemented here as we want to understand the fundamental performance
issues with each type of system in the “nominal” control mode (i.e., without a virtual
fixture). In Experiment I, the users perform the task without using a robot. This enables us to also compare the users’ performance with and without robot assistance. In
Experiment III, teleoperation can be performed with the pseudo-admittance control
or in “free teleoperation” mode, where no control is applied to the master. The relationship between “free teleoperation” and pseudo-admittance controlled teleoperation
is analogous to the relationship between the freehand manipulation and steady-hand
cooperative manipulation.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: (a) The Steady-Hand RCM Robot [105], a cooperative manipulation
system that operates by admittance control. (b) Two PHANToM haptic devices [89]
are configured for unilateral teleoperation, with a pseudo-admittance control applied
to the master.

3.2.1

Steady-hand Systems

Cooperative system: The admittance-controlled robot used is the Steady-Hand
RCM Robot [105] previously described in Chapter 2. The robot has 7 degrees of
freedom, but only the x-y translation stages were used in the experiments. Following
the admittance control law described in Equation (2.1), the velocity of the robot is
proportional to the force applied to the sensor by the operator. This velocity is then
controlled using a low-level PD controller (Motion Engineering, Inc., Raleigh, NC).
The same low-level control parameters are used throughout the experiments.
Telemanipulated system: Two PHANToM haptic interfaces (SensAble Technologies, Woburn, MA)[89] are used and configured for teleoperation, as shown in
Figure 3.1b. These systems are impedance-controlled robots. In contrast to an
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admittance-controlled system, an impedance-type robot generates a force output that
is proportional to the robot velocity (or position) input from the environment. Under teleoperation, the master robot commands the motion of the slave robot (or
vice versa) through position and/or force exchange. Impedance-controlled robots are
typically highly backdrivable that are designed to have low friction and low inertia
and are usually not equipped with a force sensor. With these systems, the human
operator can freely move the manipulator without feeling the robot dynamics. Therefore, an impedance-type robot cannot naturally achieve the slow and precise motion
(steady-hand motion) as in the case of a admittance-controlled robot. In our study,
the steady-hand paradigm is created on the impedance-controlled telemanipulator by
the use of the pseudo-admittance control that commands an impedance-type robot
using a technique that mimics admittance control [5]. The complete detail of the
pseudo-admittance control law is provided in [5]. Here, we briefly describe how the
controller works:
• Regulate the master to a set point in space using traditional position servo
techniques (i.e., PD control). This impedance control results in a command
force, f .
• Any force applied by the operator to the master will result in a position error
from the set point, and this position error can be used to approximate the
applied force without the use of a force sensor. Robot position can be measured
by position sensors located at the robot joints.
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• Use this force “measurement” to create a master reference velocity using the
admittance control law.
• Numerically integrate this reference velocity to generate a new set point for the
master position servo loop.
• Send the set point position unilaterally to the slave robot as the position command. The slave can then use any servo technique to obtain that position.

This results in an impedance type master that feels approximately like a plant of
the admittance type. The desirable steady-hand behavior is not seen at the master
due to the physical limitations of the impedance type device. However, it is seen at
the slave. Using the pseudo-admittance control, a teleoperator of the impedance type,
designed to achieve a good sense of telepresence, can also implement virtual fixtures
without the stability problems commonly associated with implementing virtual walls
using impedance control techniques [3, 35]

3.2.2

Experimental Methods

Ten right-handed users, five males and five females ranging in age from 20 to 37,
carried out a set of targeting tasks under three different experimental conditions (Experiments I-III). The target pair consisted of two identical circles varying in diameters
(1, 2 and 4 mm) positioned at five different center-to-center distances (2, 4, 8 and
16 mm). Sets of targets that overlapped (i.e., 2 mm in diameter and 2 mm in dis62

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.2: Conditions for the targeting experiments: (a) freehand manipulation, (b)
steady-hand cooperative manipulation, and (c) steady-hand and free telemanipulation
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tance) were eliminated resulting in nine different target combinations, all presented
in random order to the users. In all experiments, a stylus with needle tip was used to
perform the targeting task. Using the stylus, the user moved back and forth between
two circles printed in black on white paper. Digital video captured the two target
circles and the stylus tip, which were visually displayed with a magnification of 3.43
times on a computer screen. During the tests, the users were only allowed to look at
the computer screen. Each user had 15 seconds to complete each trial and 45 seconds
rest between trials.
In Experiment I (Freehand), users performed the nine targeting tasks freehand
using the needle-tip stylus and a wrist rest as shown in Figure 3.2a. The stylus was
held at an angle of approximately 45 degrees from the target plane. Each user was
allowed to have three practice runs of 15 seconds each with the diameter set to 1, 2
and 4 mm and the distance set to 2, 4 and 8 mm respectively.
In Experiment II (Cooperative manipulation), users moved the stylus between
sets of target circles with varying admittance gains using the Steady-Hand Robot as
shown in Figure 3.2b. Only the x−y translation stages of the robot were used allowing
motion in a horizontal plane. The movement in the z (vertical) direction was fixed so
that the needle tip is approximately 2 mm above the targets. In addition, the endeffector was rotated so that the robot arm with the stylus attached was approximately
45 degrees from the target plane. The users manipulated the stylus through a tool
holder which is rigidly attached to the robot.
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In Experiment III (Telemanipulation), users held onto the plastic stylus of the
master robot. The force/motion applied to the stylus in the plane of the targeting task
controlled the movement of the slave robot equipped with a needle-tip stylus as shown
in Figure 3.2c. The scale of the teleoperation was 1-to-1, meaning that the master’s
movement was copied by the slave with no position scaling. The PHANToM has six
degrees of freedom of position input. However, for this experiment, the endpoint of
the stylus was only allowed to move in the x − y plane. The z height on the slave
was fixed, using PD control, so that the needle tip was approximately 2 mm above
the targets. In addition, “free teleoperation” was tested, in which there is no haptic
feedback on the master, so the user can move the device freely within the x − y plane.
For both Experiment II and III, we tested a low, medium, and high admittance gain:
ca = 5, 12.5, and 31.25 mm/Ns. These admittance values are 2.5 times each other.
Each of the users performed the targeting task for each target scenario with each of
these admittance gains resulting in a total of 27 trials.

3.2.3

Data Analysis

Manual analysis of the video was used to interpret the data. From the video,
the number of movements and number of errors were counted. A single movement
was counted when the user leaves a target and enters the circle of the other target.
Only complete movements and the actual time to complete those movements were
considered. From the data, Movement Time (MT), Index of Performance (IP), Index
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of Difficulty (ID), and percent error were calculated and averaged between all users
[33]. MT measures how quickly the user completes a single movement. The ID
indicates how difficult a specific task is going to be compared to other tasks. The IP
gives a measure of the performance, where a higher IP indicates better performance.
An error is identified when a user undershoots, overshoots, or approaches the circle
from the wrong direction. The equations used to compute MT, IP, ID, and percent
error are as followed:
Time of trial
Number of movements
log 2 2A
W
IP =
MT
 
2A
ID = log 2
W
Number of errors
∗ 100
% error =
Number of movements
MT =

(3.1)

where W is the diameter of the target circles and A is the distance between target
circles.

3.2.4

Results: Movement Time

From the averaged results of all users, Index of Difficulty shows a direct relationship with Movement Time. As Index of Difficulty increases, Movement Time also
increases for both the cooperative and teleoperation systems (Figures 3.3 and 3.4).
Furthermore, both plots follow similar trends for the different admittance values. For
example, the admittance gain of 5 mm/Ns resulted in the slowest Movement Time
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Figure 3.3: Cooperative manipulation Movement Time versus Index of Difficulty for
different admittance gains.
with both manipulation methods. Freehand performance of these tasks resulted in
fastest Movement Time overall. The plot for freehand manipulation is added in Figure 3.4 for comparison of the Movement Time between the steady-hand cooperative
system to that for the steady-hand teleoperation system. Figure 3.5 shows similar
performance by the two systems, especially for the case of the admittance gain of 5
and 31.25 mm/Ns.

3.2.5

Results: Index of Performance and Percent Error

In Figure 3.6, the cooperative system shows a slightly higher Index of Performance
over the teleoperation system for all admittance gains. The users performed the best
in the Freehand mode, and the performance deteriorates with lower admittance gain
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Figure 3.4: Telemanipulation Movement Time versus Index of Difficulty for different
admittance gains.
in both systems. Note here that the Freehand mode in teleoperation refers to the
“free teleoperation” whereas the Freehand mode in the cooperative system is the
result of Experiment I, which in addition offers a slightly higher IP than the free
teleoperation. However, the overall performance is comparable between steady-hand
teleoperation and steady-hand cooperative manipulation. On the other hand, the
percent error data are not similar. The steady-hand teleoperation has significantly
higher error across all admittance gains (Figure 3.6). Percent error for both the
cooperative and teleoperation systems decreases as the admittance gain decreases.
However, in comparing the percent error with Freehand targeting with cooperative
manipulation, only the tasks performed with an admittance gain of 31.25 mm/Ns
had higher percent error than Freehand. With the steady-hand teleoperation system,
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of Movement Time versus Index of Difficulty for all manipulation methods. Results from cooperative manipulation and telemanipulation are
shown by solid and dashed lines, respectively
the gain of 12.5 and 31.25 mm/Ns result in a higher percent error than the free
teleoperation.

3.2.6

Discussion

The experimental results show a comparable Movement Time between steadyhand telemanipulation and steady-hand cooperative manipulation. However, steadyhand telemanipulation has more than three times the error of steady-hand cooperative
manipulation. Some factors that may have attributed to the higher error with the
steady-hand teleoperation are disorientation from the operator’s loss of proprioception and inherent limitations of the steady-hand teleoperation control system. For
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of Index of Performance (IP) and the percent error between
different admittance gains ca using steady-hand telemanipulation and steady-hand
cooperative manipulation.
example, the user could have been disoriented because there was some freedom (due
to the limited stiffness display of the PHANToM) to move the master robot up and
down in the z-axis. However, the z-axis on the slave system was fixed, potentially confusing the operator. There is also an inherent problem with the pseudo-admittance
controller. Since some significant amount of position error is needed to drive the
slave, the master appears to be dragging the slave behind it. Hence the master will
overshoot the target by the time the slave reaches it. Moving the master at a lower
speed when approaching a target can minimize this overshoot.
Another possible source of error is the phase lag introduced by a low-pass filter in the steady-hand teleoperation control system. This filter is needed to smooth
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the position signals obtained from encoders before they are numerically differentiated. The bandwidth of this filter was relatively high compared to purposeful human
movements, so this source of error is likely to be negligible compared with the one
previously discussed. It should be noted that the performance of the steady-hand
teleoperation system is directly related to the bandwidth of the position servo loop
that can be stably implemented on the master robot. If a master with more physical
damping is used, the bandwidth of the servo loop could be increased which would
likely result in lower percent error. This may result in a system that is as good as a
cooperative system.
We find that both steady-hand teleoperation and steady-hand cooperative manipulation are slower in Movement Time when performing these targeting tasks than
freehand. This result is also consistent to the findings from the previous study with
the cooperative Steady-Hand robot [71]. Nonetheless, steady-hand cooperative manipulation has less average percent error than freehand for all admittance values
except ca = 31.25 mm/Ns, as well as significantly less average percent error than telemanipulation in all cases. With steady-hand telemanipulation, the average percent
errors of all admittance gains and for the free teleoperation mode are higher than
the Freehand trials. As the admittance gain is lowered for both systems, the percent
error decreases and eventually becomes lower than performing the task in Freehand
mode. Naturally, having a robot as a medium for manipulation worsens the performance over freehand manipulation due to ergonomics, the lack of direct kinesthetic
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information, and the effect of the dynamics of the device. However, users can perform
the task in a more controllable fashion as the admittance gain decreases, and at some
admittance gain the advantages of using a robot outweigh the disadvantages.

3.3

Study II: Human Control vs. Virtual Fixture
Guidance

In this study, two experiments are conducted on virtual fixture guidance in a
planar environment using the admittance-controlled Steady-Hand Robot described
in the previous sections. The two experiments include: Path following (Experiment
I) and Off-path motion (Experiment II). Experiment I is a preliminary experiment
to determine the relationship between the level of the virtual fixture guidance and
accuracy/execution time for a path following task. Experiment II compares the path
following task to two off-path motion tasks: targeting and avoidance. The off-path
motion tasks represent cases where the user is purposely deviating from the virtual
fixture. The purpose of choosing these three tasks is to simulate a broader class of
motions that can occur in a real application. By comparing the path following tasks
to the off-path motion tasks, an appropriate virtual fixture guidance level can be
selected for general tasks.
We are also interested in studying the effect of virtual fixture guidance on the
trade-off between speed and accuracy of human operators often described in hu-
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man motor control literatures [33, 6]. In our work, we analyze speed and accuracy
separately because the definition of optimal performance, which may be a weighted
combination of the two metrics, is dependent on the nature of the task. For example,
accuracy generally has higher priority than speed in the case of microsurgery.

3.3.1

Vision-based Virtual Fixtures for Planar Motion

Both Experiments I and II used identical hardware, control parameters and reference paths as shown in Figure 3.7. This setup is a similar to that previously described
in Section 2.5. Again, only the x − y translation degrees of freedom of the SteadyHand Robot were used in the experiments. The virtual fixture control algorithm for
admittance-controlled cooperative manipulation and the controller performance are
described in detail in the previous chapters. In the current study, the reference path
for the virtual fixture was captured by a CCD camera with a lens of 8 mm focal length,
mounted on the end-effector of the robot. For Experiment I, the camera was elevated
95 mm from the path, yielding an average area of 0.004 mm2 per pixel square. For
Experiment II, the camera was elevated 125 mm from the path, yielding an average
area of 0.003 mm2 per pixel square. The user could see only a portion of the path
on the computer monitor. The image displayed an area of 8 cm2 , magnified by 30X
in real time at 30 Hz. The XVision tracking system [42] was used to determine the
tangent to the reference path at the point closest to the image center in real time.
Because computer vision is used to detect the path, the virtual fixture is not pre-
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Figure 3.7: Experimental setup with the JHU Steady-Hand Robot. A CCD camera
is attached to the end effector of the robot, capturing a desired path that is shown
magnified on the computer screen. This path is used to generate guidance virtual
fixtures.
defined. In general, the performance of the vision system may be compromised for
very sharp curvatures, noisy paths, or intersections, but this study was not affected
by those limitations.
The reference path for both Experiments I and II is a sine curve printed in black on
white paper with a 35 mm amplitude, 70 mm wavelength, and 0.39 mm line thickness.
Users rest the elbow of the dominant hand on the table supporting the Steady Hand
Robot, and the geometry of the task required multi-segmental arm movement (finger,
wrist, and a small amount of elbow motion). Two additional visual cues, which
did not affect detection of the reference path, are added for Experiment II. For the
avoidance task, a circle of radius 10mm (185 pixels) is drawn with its center located at
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the midpoint of the sine curve. For the targeting task, a target was drawn as a dot on
the perimeter of the circle along a line perpendicular to the sine curve at its midpoint.
The reference direction, D, was the tangent to the path detected by computer vision.
When the tool tip of the robot (in our experimental set up, this point corresponds to
the center of the image) deviates from the path, the minimum distance between the
tool tip and the path is used to define the desired point on the path. The new reference
direction vector, Dg , is then computed following Equation (2.7). The dimensionless
scalar gain, cd = 0.08, was assigned to govern the weight of the error term in the
reference direction calculation. This is constant for all experiments. The value of the
overall admittance gain c in Equation (2.4) is determined experimentally to provide
smooth robot motion and remains fixed at 1.0 throughout the experiment.
In addition, we set a maximum velocity threshold of 10 mm/sec, as is routine to
ensure steady-hand operation of the robot. This threshold could potentially skew the
speed data, but is necessary to generate a steady-hand admittance control system
[105]. As previously described in Section 2.3, changing the virtual fixture admittance
gain (ct au) provides different levels of guidance. When cτ > 1 , moving away from
the path is easier than staying on it. Guidance occurs when cτ < 1. For the tool
tip to strictly stay on the path, the admittance gain in the direction normal to the
reference path is cτ = 0, which provides complete guidance and prevents any deviation
from the path. At the scales used in these experiments, the effect of the mechanical
compliance of the robot is negligible. When cτ = 1, there is no constraint, and the
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Follow the curve from A
to B without stopping.

Follow the curve from A
to C. Go to point D, then
return to C. Continue
following the curve to B.
Follow the curve from A to
the edge of area C. Avoid area
C by traveling around the upper
right perimeter. Return to the
curve and follow it to B.

Figure 3.8: Task descriptions for the performance experiments: (a) Path following,
(b) Off-path targeting, and (c) Avoidance. The black line denotes the reference path
for the virtual fixture, and the path to be followed by the user is highlighted in gray.
user can move with equal freedom in any direction. However, the operator’s motion
is still damped according to the choice of the scaling coefficient c. In the rest of this
chapter, cτ will be referred to as the virtual fixture gain (or “VF gain”).

3.3.2

Experimental Methods

Following specific protocols described in Figure (3.8), the users were instructed to
move along the path as quickly as possible without sacrificing accuracy, considering
accuracy and speed with equal emphasis. During the experiments, the users sat
directly opposite from the robot and the monitor, providing a clear view of the image
of the path. As the tasks were performed, the position of the robot “tool” (the image
center) with respect to the reference path was shown on the screen in real time with a
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cross-shaped marker. An elbow rest was provided for the users to position themselves
comfortably in front of the robot and minimize arm fatigue. For each task at each
guidance level, the users familiarized themselves with the system during a practice
run. The task and guidance level were presented to the user randomly, however, the
experimenter informed the user of the task and guidance selection immediately before
each trial. The users performed each task at each guidance level three times.
In Experiment I (Path Following), the users performed the path following task
(Figure 3.8a) with eleven VF gains from 0 to 1 (0, 0.1, , 0.9, 1) three times each. Five
users, three males and two females between the ages of 16 to 36, with varying degrees
of experience with the robot and virtual fixtures, participated in the experiment.
Each user performed a total of 33 trials.
In Experiment II (Off-path Motion), the users performed all three tasks shown
in Figure 3.8: (1) Path following, (2) Off-path targeting, and (3) Avoidance. While
any VF gain value between 0 and 1 can be used for guidance virtual fixtures, this
experiment tested only four discrete VF gains, summarized in Table 3.1,corresponding
to four guidance levels. These four VF gain levels were selected because they provide
virtual fixtures with distinctly different levels of guidance. “Complete guidance”
prevents any user motion away from the path, “medium guidance” provides a large
amount of guidance, giving the user little control over the direction of motion, “soft
guidance” provides a small amount of guidance, giving the user some control over
the direction of motion, and “no guidance” gives the user complete control over the
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Table 3.1: Virtual fixture gains and corresponding guidance levels.
Virtual Fixture Gain (cτ )

Description

0

Complete Guidance

0.3

Medium Guidance

0.6

Soft Guidance

1

No Guidance

direction of motion. Complete guidance (VF gain = 0) is not applicable to tasks 2
and 3 because it completely restricts the user from deviating from the path. The
users performed each task at each selected guidance level three times, resulting in 30
trials per user.
Eight users, different from those in Experiment I, were included in Experiment
II. The users were three females and five males between the ages of 21 and 35 with
varying experience with the Steady-Hand Robot. In addition to the instructions
provided for path following (identical to those in Experiment I), the users were also
given special instructions for the off-path motion tasks (Figures 3.8b and 3.8c). For
the off-path targeting task, users were instructed to avoid passing point D by leaving
and returning to the path as close to point C as possible. For the avoidance task,
users were told to leave and return to the reference path as close as possible to the
intersection between the reference path and the circle C. They avoided entering the
circle (area C) by travelling on the upper right half of its perimeter.
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3.3.3

Data Analysis

For the path following task (in both experiments), the control computer recorded
time and error from the moment the user started moving along the path (Point A)
until he or she passes through the end point (Point B). The error is in mm, converted
from a pixel error measuring the deviation of the tool tip from the path in the image.
The error for a trial is the sum of the error measured at each sample, divided by the
number of samples. For the Off-path targeting task, the execution time considered
was the time between the user’s exit from and return to the path while acquiring the
target. The error was measured by undershoot or overshoot from the target. In the
Avoidance task, the execution time was taken between the user’s exit from and return
to the path in order to move around the circle. In this task, users were only asked to
avoid the circle; therefore, no error was measured for this task. The data is sometimes
presented as “normalized,” where the error and time for each trial are divided by the
maximum error and time, respectively, for each user across all admittance values.
The normalization is used to determine the percent improvement of a user over their
worst-case performance when he or she is provided with different levels of guidance.

3.3.4

Results of Experiment I: Path Following

Figure 3.9 shows plots of VF gain versus normalized error and execution time,
averaged over all users. The distribution of the data points indicates that error and
time have linear relationships with VF gain. A linear fit of the data results in the
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Figure 3.9: Averaged experimental results and linear fits for five users at eleven virtual
fixture gains for the path following task: (a) virtual fixture gain vs. normalized error
and (b) virtual fixture gain vs. normalized time.
following equations:

e = 0.7505cτ + 0.1718

(3.2)

t = 0.267cτ + 0.6937,

(3.3)

where kτ , e, and t are virtual fixture gain, error, and time, respectively. The linear
fits described by Equations (3.3) and (3.3) are the fits of the VF gain vs. error and
VF gain vs. time, respectively. The r2 values of Equations (3.3) and (3.3) are 0.98
and 0.92, respectively.

3.3.5

Results of Experiment II: Off-path Motion

Table 3.2 shows the average performance results of Experiment II. A full ANOVA
with a mixed model and pair-wise comparisons using Tukey’s method were used to
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Figure 3.10: Experiment II results for the Path following task. The plots show
normalized error vs. normalized execution time. Because of the normalization, all
the no guidance cases are at the point (1,1).
analyze the collected data [62]. The pair-wise comparisons were made at a 95%
confidence interval to determine significance in difference between the means of time
and error (except for the avoidance task) for each VF gain level (Table 3.3). Tukey’s
method gives a confidence interval with a lower and an upper bound. If zero is
excluded from the interval, the null hypothesis of the contrast can be rejected. In this
case, the null hypothesis is that the means of the pair are not significantly different.
Figure 3.10a shows the plots of normalized error and execution time of task 1 (Path
following). The closer to the origin of the plot, the more efficiently the user completes
the task. The average execution times and average errors for all eight users were tested
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Table 3.2: Results of Experiment II showing the execution time and the sum of the
error from off-path motion tasks.
Tasks

Guidance

Time [sec]

Error [mm]

Complete

18.710 ± 1.357

0.061 ± 0.013

Medium

19.647 ± 1.879

0.078 ± 0.020

Soft

20.425 ± 2.042

0.121 ± 0.030

No

24.745 ± 5.405

0.229 ± 0.087

Medium

9.754 ± 3.664

1.256 ± 0.456

Task 2: Off-path

Soft

7.148 ± 3.178

0.910 ± 0.180

targeting

No

6.256 ± 2.353

0.702 ± 0.437

Medium

14.681 ± 5.629

-

Task 3:

Soft

11.871 ± 4.959

-

Avoidance

No

9.317 ± 2.954

-

Task 1: Path
following
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Table 3.3: Pair-wise comparison tests using Tukey’s method for Experiment II: Offpath motion. The italicized guidance level provides lower average time and error
values. A ∗ indicates a statistically significant difference.

Task

Time

Error

Lower vs. Upper

Lower vs. Upper

bound

bound

No vs. Soft

-6.570 vs. -2.0700∗

-0.149 vs. -0.067∗

No vs.Medium

-7.350 vs. -2.850∗

-0.192 vs. -0.110∗

No vs. Complete

-8.290 vs. -3.780∗

-0.208 vs. -0.127∗

Soft vs. Medium

-3.000 vs. 1.440

-0.084 vs. -0.003∗

Soft vs. Complete

-3.930 vs. 0.502

-0.100 vs. -0.020∗

Med. vs. Complete

-3.150 vs. 1.280

-0.057 vs. 0.024

No vs. Soft

-1.330 vs. 3.110

-3.040 vs. 3.460

No vs.Medium

1.280 vs. 5.720∗

-2.690 vs. 3.460

Soft vs. Medium

0.389 vs. 4.820∗

-2.900 vs. 3.600

No vs. Soft

0.337 vs. 4.770∗

-

No vs.Medium

3.150 vs. 7.580∗

-

Soft vs. Medium

0.593 vs. 5.030∗

-

Pair-wise comparison

Task 1: Path
following

Task 2: Off-path
targeting

Task 3:
Avoidance
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to determine the statistical significance of user improvement with different guidance
levels. The raw position and time data is shown in Table 3.2, and the results of the
pair-wise comparisons between guidance levels are shown in Table 3.3. A decrease in
VF gain reduces error, except between medium and complete guidance as indicated by
the result of multiple pair-wise comparison. However, the pair-wise comparisons for
execution time between soft, medium, and complete guidance indicate that a decrease
in VF gain does not necessarily improve execution time. We note that none of the
users perform worse in both time and error when VF gain decreases.
In the Off-path targeting (task 2), we focus our analysis here on the error resulting
from overshooting or missing the target since we have already examined the path
following portion of the task (task 1). The error and time shown in Table 3.2 were
averaged and normalized with respect to the averaged result of medium guidance for
each user. In Figure 3.11, the results for one user with soft and no guidance are
outliers, and are off the scale in the plot. Table 3.3 shows that a higher guidance
level significantly slows task execution. However, the execution times for no guidance
and soft guidance do not differ significantly. The analysis also shows no difference in
error for all guidance levels. Although the errors are not significantly different, Figure
3.11b shows that, in general, reducing guidance reduces the time and error during
target acquisition. The figure also indicates that medium guidance and no guidance
offer the worst and the best performance, respectively.
In the Avoidance task (task 3), only execution time is considered, because the goal
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Figure 3.11: Experiment II results for the Off-path targeting task. The plots show
normalized error vs. normalized execution time. The medium guidance cases are at
the point (1,1).
presented to the users was to avoid an area rather than accurately follow a path. The
resulting execution times were averaged and normalized with respect to the maximum
time taken by each user (Table 3.2). The results shown in Table 3.3 indicate that
lowering the guidance level significantly reduces the execution time. Similar to task
2, medium guidance and no guidance offered the worst and the best execution times,
respectively, as shown in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Experiment II results for the Avoidance task. Only the normalized time
was recorded. The average for all users is shown at the center.

3.3.6

Virtual Fixture Gain Selection

The linear relationship between VF gain and performance, demonstrated in Experiment I, can be used to design VF gain selection parameters. Based on the data
acquired during Experiment II with three tasks and four discrete values of VF gain,
we have created a system for selecting the VF gain for any task. We first find a linear
relationship between the four discrete VF gains and time/error. Next, we create two
scaling parameters, se and st , for selecting the importance of guidance vs. freedom
for error and time, respectively. In addition, a weighting parameter, w, is used to
identify the relative importance of time and error. The best VF gain value is computed using the linear equations describing the relationships between VF gain and
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time and VF gain and error, and the parameters se , st , and w. Figure 3.13a shows
linear fits of VF gain level versus average normalized error for task 1 (Path following)
and task 2 (Off-path targeting) of Experiment II. Figure 3.13b shows linear fits of
VF gain level versus average normalized execution time for task 1 and a combination
of tasks 2 and 3 (Off-path targeting and Avoidance). The experimental results for
tasks 2 and 3 are combined because these tasks both describe situations where the
user must work against a virtual fixture. The best-fit lines are evaluated based on the
data of all eight users. It is important to note here that the linear best-fit equations
of this experiment in the Path following task also comply with the linear equations
obtained from Experiment I. The equations of these best-fit lines are:

c1e = 1.319e − 0.2659

(3.4)

c2e = −1.1729e − 1.4501

(3.5)

c1t = 4.1287t − 3.0716

(3.6)

c23t = −2.1272t − 2.3985,

(3.7)

where e is the error, t is the time, c1e is the fit for task 1 error, c2e is the fit for task
2 error, c1t is the fit for task 1 time, and c23t is the fit for task 2/3 time. Equations
3.5, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.7 have r2 values of 0.93, 0.98, 0.89, and 0.94, respectively. The
intersections of the two lines on the plots for time and error represent the best VF
gain for error Ce and the best VF gain for time Ct , respectively, as shown in Figure
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Figure 3.13: Virtual fixture gain selection plots. (a) For error, the solid lines show
the linear relationship between VF gain and error for tasks 1 and 2. (b) For time, the
solid lines show the linear relationship between VF gain and error for tasks 1 and 2
& 3.
3.13. In general, we can separate the nature of the task into two selection parameters.
The optimal VF gain Ce is determined by their intersection, and can be changed by
modifying the damping ratio selection parameter se .
Task-oriented parameter: We use two scaling factors, se and st , to represent
the relative importance of guidance to operator control for error and for time, respectively. Error and time are considered separately. Since the VF gain attainable
by the system is between 0 and 1, we use these limits to design the scaling factors.
We apply the scaling factors on the equation obtained from task 1 (Path following)
while keeping the equations of the other tasks, represented by Equations 3.6 and 3.7,
the same. The equation representing the best-fit line for task 1 considering for the
optimal error is now expressed as:
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c1e = (1.319se )e − 0.2659,

(3.8)

where se ∈ [0.16, 2.50]. When se ∈ [0.16, 1), task 1 is more important, and when
se ∈ (1, 2.50], task 2 is more important. The tasks are considered to be equally
important when se is set to 1. Similarly, the equation representing the best-fit lines
for task 1 considering for the optimal execution time is now expressed as:

c1t = (4.1287st )t − 3.0716,

(3.9)

where st ∈ [0.66, 1.50]. When st ∈ [0.66, 1), path following task is more important,
and when st ∈ (1, 1.50], off-path motion is more important. The tasks are considered
to be equally important when st is set to 1. The lower bound and the upper bound
of the scaling factors are chosen corresponding to the values giving the VF gain
calculated from equation 3.8 and 3.9 equal to 0 and equal to 1, respectively. The
effect of this scaling factor is shown in Figure 3.13, where we scale the model of task
1 while keeping tasks 2 and 3 the same. se = st = 1.2 results in higher VF gains
Ce and Ct . In this case, path following (task 1) is considered to be less important
than tasks that require off-path motion (task 2 and task 3). Conversely, Ce and Ct
decrease with lower values of the scaling factors, and result in increased guidance.
Performance-oriented parameter: We now focus on execution time vs. error,
and introduce a weighting factor w ∈ [0, 1]. The appropriate VF gain can be selected
based on the following formula:
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C = wCe + (1 − w)Ct ,

(3.10)

where C is the final VF gain value. When w = 1, only error is considered, and when
w = 0, only time is considered. When w equals 0.5, both speed and accuracy are
weighted equally. When freedom vs. guidance are considered to be equally important
(task-oriented parameters are se = st = 1), Ce = 0.6424 and Ct = 0.5385. When both
time and error are considered equally (w = 0.5), the appropriate VF gain value is
0.5904 ≈ 0.6. This value of VF gain corresponds to soft guidance, and is corresponds
with observations of the significant pair-wise comparisons shown in Table 3.3. For
path following, soft guidance significantly improves performance over no guidance.
For the avoidance and targeting tasks, soft guidance does not significantly worsen
performance over no guidance. Therefore, soft guidance (cτ = 0.6) would be an
appropriate choice for a general task.

3.3.7

Discussion

Experiment I demonstrated a linear relationship between VF gain and error/time.
This result makes sense, considering that humans can generate trajectories by modulating the impedance (stiffness and damping) of their limbs [77, 114]. Hollerbach [48]
proposed that humans produce curved trajectories using two orthogonal mass-spring
systems that control the lateral and horizontal dimensions, respectively. For example,
a circular trajectory can be made from a driving force in the horizontal dimension,
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Figure 3.14: Example end-effector positions and force and error profiles for the Offpath targeting task at three virtual fixture gains: (a) cτ = 1, no guidance, (b) cτ =
0.6, soft guidance, and (c) cτ = 0.3, medium guidance.
and an identical driving force in the lateral dimension, but 90 degrees out of phase
[114]. By imposing a virtual fixture, the motion along the orthogonal direction to
the reference path becomes more restricted as the VF gain decreases. This is similar to adjusting arm impedance by adding an appropriate additional damper in each
direction, causing the limb to follow a trajectory along the reference path. Since
the output velocity is linearly proportional to VF gain (kτ ), the linear relationships
between error/time and VF gain can be expected.
Experiment II examined the effects of VF gain for several different types of tasks.
For path-following tasks, complete guidance offered the best performance improvement. Therefore, an VF gain of zero is ideal if the virtual fixture shape and position
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can be assumed to be perfect. In contrast, high levels of guidance are not suitable for
the tasks that require off-path motion. In Figure 3.14, the off-path targeting task,
significant effort to fight the virtual fixture in order to reach the target is evident,
especially when the guidance provided by the system is quite high (VF gain cτ =
0.3). The time regions of the plots shown are when the user left and returned to the
path to reach the target. The error data plotted are the amount of deviation from
the reference curve. The force data plotted are the magnitude of the force exerted
in the direction orthogonal to the reference curve from the center of the curve to
the target. The force decreases to zero as the user reaches the target. We note that
the user cannot reach the target as smoothly with high guidance (Figures 3.14b and
3.14c) as in the case with no guidance (Figure 3.14a). The path following portion
of the task, which was not included in the data analysis of this task, reflected the
performance obtained earlier for path following alone. The user could track the path
more smoothly with low VF gains; however, he/she could not easily reach the target.
Similarly for the avoidance task, Figure 3.15 shows the magnitude of the force
exerted in the direction orthogonal to the portion of the reference curve enclosed by
the circle for the three VF gains. The data shown in the figure are for the times
between when the user left and returned to the path to avoid the circle. The force
data plotted are the magnitude of the force exerted in the direction orthogonal to the
portion of the reference curve enclosed by the circle. The error data plotted are the
amount of deviation from the reference curve. The figure shows the user’s effort to
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Figure 3.15: Example end-effector positions and force and error profiles for the avoidance task at three virtual fixture gains: (a) cτ = 1, no guidance, (b) cτ = 0.6, soft
guidance, and (c) cτ = 0.3, medium guidance.
remain close to the perimeter despite the low admittance virtual fixtures. The force
exerted by the user is relatively high in Figures 3.15b and 3.15c as compared to the
no guidance case in Figure 3.15a.
Statistical analysis of this example data shows that the user took the longest time
to avoid the circle with medium guidance. Figure 3.14 and 3.15 show the amount of
deviation from the reference curve. In the off-path motion tasks, where the operator
needs to move away from the virtual fixture, medium guidance (low VF gain) reduced
the accuracy and increased execution time dramatically. Soft guidance does not
improve or worsen the performance significantly as compared to when there is no
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guidance. However, the execution time reduced significantly in the avoidance task
when the VF gain increases from 0.6 (soft guidance) to 1 (no guidance). Because the
difference between soft and no guidance was significant for the avoidance task but
not for the targeting task, we conclude that users reacted differently to each of these
two tasks: during avoidance tasks users require more freedom. For tasks that require
off-path motions, higher admittance virtual fixtures are recommended in general.
It is also important to note that the total level of the guidance provided by the
virtual fixtures depends not only on the VF gain, but also the scaling factor, c, error
gain, cd , and PD control gains, all of which were constant in the experiments. The
relationship between the VF gain values and the level of guidance provided is specific
to our cooperative robot and may not be appropriate for other systems.

3.4

Conclusions

In this chapter, we directly compared the performance of steady-hand cooperative and teleoperation systems and investigated the appropriate balance between
human control and virtual fixture guidance. The experimental results indicate that
steady-hand teleoperation with the pseudo-admittance control law is comparable to
steady-hand cooperative manipulation in performing targeting tasks when performance is judged by execution time.

The teleoperation system results, however,

in a greater percent error. Implementing pseudo-admittance control on teleoperators of the impedance rather than admittance type has the added benefit that the
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admittance-like behavior can simply be turned off, which allows both traditional
impedance and admittance control with the same hardware. The cooperative system improves performance by reducing the error over the freehand manipulation only
at low admittance gains and over the “free teleoperation” at all admittance gains.
The steady-hand teleoperation system provides improved performance over the “free
teleoperation” only at low admittance gains.
Each manipulation paradigm offers both advantages and disadvantages. Admittancecontrolled cooperative system systems provides users with precise motion and preserves some degree of haptic information during the interaction with the environment,
hence they are more intuitive to use. Teleoperated systems offer more operational
flexibility, incorporating motion scalability and the freedom for the user to operate at
a distant location. Another advantage of admittance control is the inherent passivity
of the system, since no motion will be commanded unless the operator is applying a
force to the handle. In contrast, impedance control systems are backdrivable and display a force proportional to a change in position, so energy can be “stored” in a virtual
spring and released even when the user is not touching the system. Implementations
of impedance-type virtual fixtures have also revealed the same instabilities as those
occurring in haptic virtual environments [35]. Admittance control, moreover, requires
a potentially expensive, noisy, and delicate force sensor mounted at the human-robot
interface.
Our results in Section 3.3 demonstrated an importance of selecting an appropriate
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virtual fixture guidance for optimal performance. Any increase in the amount of
guidance resulted in shorter time, more accuracy, or both, when compared to no
guidance. However, in tasks where more control from the user is necessary, such
as object avoidance and off-path targeting, a high level of guidance reduces accuracy
and increases execution time dramatically. This suggests that human-machine system
should provide the user with the ability to tune the virtual fixture gain based on the
requirements of each phase of a task. Automatic task segmentation may provide a
necessary tool for optimal performance of virtual fixtures. Our technique for selecting
an optimal virtual fixture gain may be used in tuning based on a priori information
regarding the purposes of different task segments.
For an application, one type of human-machine system (cooperative vs. telemanipulated or admittance vs. impedance-type) may be more suitable than the other.
Similarly, the appropriate level and type of guidance provided by virtual fixtures will
depend on the nature of the task and user preferences. With multiple combinations
of human-machine interaction modalities and virtual fixture guidance methods, the
selection of appropriate human-machine collaborative system for an optimal performance is critical. The results of human-factors studies conducted in this chapter
provides a guideline useful for the design of future human-machine systems and the
virtual fixture implementation.
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Chapter 4
Motion Constraint Methods for
Compliant Admittance-Controlled
Cooperative Systems

4.1

Introduction

In this chapter, novel virtual fixture methods are reported and evaluated for
admittance-controlled cooperative robot with compliance. The robot compliance here
refers to the structural elastic deformation of the device. Despite the high rigidity
and non-backdrivability of admittance-controlled systems, previous experiments have
shown that robot compliance visibly degrades virtual fixture performance for cooperative systems. In cooperative manipulation systems, the user and the robot simul-
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taneously grasp the end-effector/tool as the robots operate by moving at a velocity
proportional to the force applied. Hence, the user applies a disturbance force to the
robot in order to achieve motion, resulting in end-effector position errors. A virtual
fixture location becomes incorrectly defined due to the unmodeled deviations in the
mapping from robot joint space to the environment/task space. With the goal application in micromanipulation task, position error due to robot compliance is especially
detrimental.
Figure 4.1b illustrates tool position errors observed with an external optical tracking system on the SHR [80]. When the user was operating the robot cooperatively,
the position errors are higher than when the same robot was telemanipulated. In
addition to the position error caused by the robot compliance and user’s voluntary
motion, the inherent mechanical parameters of the human hand also generate dynamics that result in an undesired involuntary motion. For example, consider user motion
in one degree-of-freedom (DOF) on a compliant admittance-controlled robot shown
in Figure 4.2. In a 1-DOF system, virtual fixtures are implemented as a virtual wall.
Due the robot compliance, the “tool” position highlighted by the solid red line passes
the virtual fixture boundary as compared to a rigid system illustrated by the blue
line. To improve the system accuracy, an accurate knowledge of the tool position is
essential. Furthermore, both the robot compliance and human hand dynamics should
be considered when controlling a human-machine system with compliance.
As shown in the previous chapters, we have applied vision-based control for the
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Figure 4.1: (a) The Steady-Hand Robot is an example of an admittance-controlled
cooperative manipulator. Locations of joint compliance are circled. (b) Comparison
of the tool positioning error when the robot is cooperatively manipulated versus
telemanipulated [80].
virtual fixture implementation. External sensors such as a vision system can be used
to obtain the correct tool position; however, the information is obtained at a slow
update rate. To improve the position measurements, we first begin in the next section
with the description of methods to obtain accurate tool position combining system
dynamic modelling with the visual information. Later, we analyze the effect of robot
compliance and hand dynamics on the performance of two types of motion constraints:
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Virtual Fixture

Tool

Stage

Figure 4.2: A 1-DOF compliant admittance-controlled cooperative system illustrating
the tool (solid red line) passing the virtual fixture boundary (patterned red line) due
to robot compliance.
forbidden-region and guidance virtual fixtures. As previously described in Chapter
2, guidance virtual fixtures create motion constraints by maintaining the end-effector
velocity at a desired value determined by the virtual fixture control law. Forbiddenregion virtual fixtures, implemented as a subclass of guidance virtual fixtures in an
admittance-controlled robot, prevents the end-effector from entering an undesired
region (“forbidden region”) while giving the user with a full control over the motion
outside the region. In Section 4.3 and 4.4, we describe methods that correct for the
effect of robot compliance and hand dynamics on these two types of virtual fixtures.
The following sections details the general approaches for high-DOF systems. The
examples of the specific implementations of these approaches on real systems are
described in Chapter 5.
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In the rest of this chapter, T described by [R, p] ∈ SE(3) represents a rigidbody transformation with the component R ∈ so(3) and p ∈ R3 . Tab describes the
configuration of frame a relative to frame b. The end-effector frame of reference, e, is
described with respect to the robot fixed frame of reference, w, by Twe , determined
from the forward kinematics. All analysis to follow in this chapter is performed with
respect to the robot fixed frame of reference. The position and orientation (pose)
in Cartesian coordinate is defined by x = [p, θ], where p = [px , py , pz ] ∈ R3 is the
Cartesian position and θ = [θx , θy , θz ] ∈ R3 represents the orientation in generalized
coordinates, respectively.

4.2
4.2.1

Tool Pose Correction
System Dynamic Model with Compliance

We assume that the major source of position error comes from the manipulator’s
structural compliance, where the effect of other kinematic and dynamic disturbances
such as geometric error and backlash are assumed negligible and are not included in
the analysis. We simplify the modelling of the end-effector dynamics due to robot
compliance by treating the underlying admittance-controlled robot as a pure position
source. The robot ideal end-effector pose, xe , is accurately determined from the forward kinematics and is effectively controlled by the robot low-level controller. The
motion of the end-effector due to the robot compliance is then the result of the “effec-
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Figure 4.3: Schematic illustrating the actual end-effector pose, x̃e , relative to the
ideal end-effector pose, xe . The ideal pose is determined from the robot forward
kinematics, Te .
tive” manipulator’s dynamic relative to the ideal end-effector pose, xe , as illustrated
in Figure 4.3. Under a normal operation, user manipulates the robot at a low speed.
Based on a quasi static assumption, the actual end-effector pose, x̃e , can be computed with respect to the robot fixed frame of reference using the following equation
of motion:

M x̃¨e + K(x̃e − xe ) = f,

(4.1)

where M and K is the effective mass and stiffness matrices of the robot, respectively. The mass and stiffness parameters, which can be time-varying depending on
the current robot configuration, are known from parameter identification procedure.
Again, xe ≡ [se , θe ] and x̃e ≡ [s̃e , θ̃e ] are vectors representing the actual and the ideal
pose of the end-effector given in the robot fixed frame, respectively. f ∈ R6 contains
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the applied force and torque measured by the force sensor expressed in the robot
frame of reference, respectively. Note that, by rearranging equation (4.1), the actual
end-effector motion can be also written with the ideal end-effector pose as the input
as

M x̃¨e + K x̃e = f + Kxe .

(4.2)

All analysis to followed in the rest of the chapter is based on the system equation
of motion described in Equations (4.1) and (4.2).

4.2.2

Measurement Integration with Kalman Filter

With the dynamic model obtained in the previous section, the actual end-effector
position can be computed. However, its accuracy is limited by correct parameter
estimate. On the other hand, a camera system has been used in our virtual fixture
implementation to obtain realtime end-effector and workspace information. A camera
system gives the true measurement of the end-effector pose despite the effect of robot
compliance. However, the camera information is often noisy and is obtained at a low
update rate due to the image processing time. With the end-effector dynamic model
described in (4.2), we apply a discrete Kalman filter [55] to improve the end-effector
pose estimation. In our approach, the end-effector pose output by the imaging system
is used as the ground-truth measurement. Since the camera information is obtained
intermittently, the robot velocities are used for a measurement update while the new
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camera measurements are not yet available. This approach is similar to the multiple
Kalman filter strategy with asynchronous filtering proposed in [31]. The ideal endeffector pose, xe , is assumed to follow the motion given by the admittance control law
as

ẋe = Ca f.

(4.3)

where ẋ and f are vectors representing the desired output velocity and the force/torque
input, respectively. Ca is the admittance gain matrix. Let ∆t be the update rate of
the robot controller. The system dynamics given by Equations (4.1) and (4.3) can be
written in the linear difference state-space formulation as

xk = Axk−1 + Bu + ψk−1 ,

(4.4)

where

x =


xe
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x̃e

ẋe
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(4.8)
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where x ∈ Rn is the state of the system including the ideal and actual end-effector pose
and velocity. For example, n is 24 when both position and orientation are considered.
The subscripts k and k − 1 represent the quantity at the current and previous time
step, respectively. The n x n matrix A is the state transition matrix relating the
previous state, xk−1 , to the next, xk . M and K are the mass and stiffness matrices
from the system dynamic model previously described in Equation (4.2). The n x 1
matrix B relates the control input u to the new state. In our application, the input
is the user’s force (and/or torque) input, f , measured by a force sensor. ψ represents
the process noise with a covariance represented as n × n matrix Q.
Next, the state measurements are obtained from two sources. The first measurement contains the state measurements that is known at every filter iteration such as
the end-effector velocity and the ideal end-effector position determined from the robot
forward kinematics. The second measurement contains the measurements obtained
asynchronously, in this case the actual end-effector pose computed by the computer
vision system. The measurement models are given as followed:
z1,k = H1 xk + ν1,k ,

(4.9)

and a second measurement that is
z2,k = H2 xk + ν2,k ,

(4.10)

where z1,k ∈ Rm is state measurements obtained at every iteration and z2,k ∈ Rp
is measurements obtained from at a slower update rate. Here, we leave the the
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measurement matrices, H1 ∈ Rm×n and H2 ∈ Rp×n , generically defined as their definitions depend on the available sensor information, specific to an actual implementation. ν1 and ν12 represent measurement noise with a noise covariance represented
as R1 ∈ Rm×m and R2 ∈ Rp×p , respectively. The model and the measurements are
defined with respect to the robot fixed frame of reference. In addition, some sensor
measurements require a transformation, such as the coordinate transformation of the
camera measurements into the robot reference frame and the transformation of joint
to Cartesian and angular velocities. All of these transformation take place before
the measurements are incorporated outside of the Kalman filter. The matrices A,
B, Q, R1 , and R2 can be time-varying, however, we assume that they are constant
in our application. For a nonlinear process and nonlinear measurement and process
relationship, an Extended Kalman filter can be used. This may occur in the camera measurement for 3D motion since the sensitivity of camera measurements may
depend nonlinearly to the direction of robot motion.
The diagram shown in Figure 4.4 summarizes the linear Kalman filter implemenn
tation. x̂−
k ∈ R is a priori state estimate obtained from the process prior to step k.
n
x̂−
k ∈ R is a posteriori state estimate obtained by the measurement at step k. The

filter works recursively between the time update process and measurement update
process. In the process update loop, the state estimate, x̂−
k , is computed indirectly
based on the process model and is later blended (corrected) with the direct state
measurement in the measurement update process.
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Measurement Update (Correct)
(at every iteration)

Measurement Update (Correct)
(at intermittence)

Time Update (Predict)
1. Project the state ahead

xˆ k− = Axˆ k −1 + Buk
2. Project the error covariance ahead

Pk− = APk −1 AT + Q

1. Compute the Kalman gain

K k = Pk− H 1T ( H 1 Pk− H 1T + R1 ) −1

1. Compute the Kalman gain

K k = Pk− H 2T ( H 2 Pk− H 2T + R2 ) −1

2. Update estimate with measurements

2. Update estimate with measurements

xˆ k = xˆ k− + K k ( z1,k − H 1 xˆ k− )

xˆ k = xˆ k− + K k ( z 2 ,k − H 2 xˆ k− )

3. Update the error covariance
−
k

Pk = ( I − K k H 1 ) P

3. Update the error covariance
Pk = ( I − K k H 2 ) Pk−

Figure 4.4: A diagram describing the Kalman filter implementation with two measurement update loops. The rightmost measurement update is used when intermittent
measurements are available, where the other measurement update is used at every
iteration. The diagram is adapted from [112].
In this work, the Kalman filter is being used simply as a filter to integrate information from various sources (camera, encoders position and velocity) to create a
position estimate that is smooth. Ideally, the Kalman filter would have been used to
obtain the velocity estimates, rather than use the velocity as another measurement
input to the filter. This could possibly improve accuracy and would be a more elegant
and appropriate use of the Kalman approach. Although we did not use an external
sensor to obtain a ground truth position measurement and verify improved accuracy,
we believe, based on the performance of the system described in Section 5.3.2, our use
of the Kalman filter that it is an effective method for obtaining a position estimate
that can be used in compliance compensation control.
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4.3

Forbidden-Region Virtual Fixtures

In this section, we describe the methods implemented to prevent the end-effector
from entering undesired regions due to the effect of robot compliance and involuntary
hand dynamics. First, we revisit the definition of forbidden-region virtual fixtures. In
admittance-controlled robots, the end-effector motion is governed by the admittance
control law described in (4.3). Forbidden-region virtual fixtures are created simply by
setting the element of Ca that corresponds to the motion in the undesired direction
(region) to zero.
In a robot with compliance, the tool position error due to the compliance can
be corrected by moving the actuated joint. In conventional forbidden-region virtual
fixtures, this can be accomplished with implementing a PID controller with respect
to the desired tool position. As a result, the controller is effective only when there is
an error in the system, implying that some amount of penetration into the undesired
region has already occurred. This characteristic is undesirable in our applications
where the forbidden regions can be defined as areas near vital anatomical structures.
A solution to this problem is to place the virtual fixture in a new location such
that there is a safety margin between it and the forbidden region. We propose the
creation of a movable virtual fixture, which we call the Dynamically-Defined Virtual
Fixtures, whose distance from the forbidden region depends on the instantaneous
system dynamics. In the rest of this chapter, Dynamically-Defined Virtual Fixtures
will be referred to as “DDVF”. The distance between the boundary of the forbidden
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DDVF
Safety Margin (d)
Forbidden-region boundary

Figure 4.5: A geometric view of a Dynamically-Defined Virtual Fixture.

region and the DDVF should equal the amount of potential overshoot due to human
hand dynamics and robot compliance. Intuitively, the size of the safety margin should
increase when the user approaches the forbidden region with high force (or high speed)
and decrease when the user progresses cautiously with low force and low speed. To
define the location of DDVF, we apply three methods: Velocity-Based, Force-Based,
and Hand-Dynamic methods.
The methods apply a system dynamic model that captures the interaction that
occurs when the end-effector comes in contact with the forbidden-region boundary,
namely, when the virtual fixtures command the robot actuators to stop. In our
application, the attention is placed on the end-effector position error into an undesired
boundary. Therefore, the methods only consider the end-effector position (tool tip
position). Let xf ∈ R3 denotes the position of the forbidden-region boundary. In
the following sections, xe represents only the position of the ideal end-effector pose
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determined by the forward kinematics. xe gives the location of the end-effector in
the case of a rigid robot. Upon contact with the forbidden-region, the virtual fixture
control law commands the robot to stop at its current location by forcing xe = xf .
However, as the user continues to apply a force (voluntary or involuntarily due to limb
dynamics), the end-effector continues to move as a result of the robot compliance. Let
x̃e be the actual end-effector position. Then, the DDVF methods seek to determine a
new forbidden-region virtual fixture location, xw ∈ R3 , with a desired safety margin,
d, where xw = xf + d, to ensure that x̃e ≤ xf . Figure 4.5 illustrates the geometric
view of the DDVF methods. xw is defined based on the following condition:

xw =





x̃e

if x̃e + d ≥ xf




xf

otherwise

and uT f > 0
,

(4.11)

where u denotes the error vector from the current tool position to the forbidden
region described in Section 2.3 and f denotes user’s applied force. The methods are
implemented in an open-loop fashion. Applying (4.11), the DDVF stops the robot
only when the user continues to proceed toward the forbidden region. Note that
placing the virtual fixture at x̃e in (4.11) is equivalent to stopping the robot at the
corresponding rigid robot position, xe . The DDVF methods presented in the following
sections check the condition described in (4.11) at every time step of the robot control.
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4.3.1

Velocity-Based Method

The Velocity-Based Method provides a quick and simple calculation to estimate
the amount of overshoot that will occur if the user continues moving with the same
instantaneous velocity. The future end-effector position, xn ∈ R3 , is predicted from
the current end-effector position and velocity as

xn = ∆tx̃˙ e ,

(4.12)

where ∆t is the time used to calculate the future end-effector position and x̃˙ e is
the current end-effector velocity. In our implementation, ∆t = 120 msec, since this
represents the time required for a human to voluntarily respond to a tactile stimulus
with a motor command [18]. During this time, the applied force is assumed to be
constant. Then, the method determines the safety margin, d, as
d = xn − x̃e .

(4.13)

It is important to note that, despite its simplicity to implement, this method does
not capture the complete system dynamics, namely the mass, the robot compliance,
and hand dynamics. As a result, the method may fail to prevent an overshoot.

4.3.2

Force-Based Method

Upon contact with virtual fixtures at the boundary of the forbidden region, the
actuated joints of the robot are stopped to prevent any commanded robot motion
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Figure 4.6: Schematic describing the tool-virtual fixture interaction model applied by
the Force-Based method for a forbidden-region virtual fixture. Te is the end-effector
pose with respect to the robot fixed frame.
beyond the boundary. To capture the end-effector dynamics as it continues moving
pass the virtual fixture due to the compliance, we apply the translational part of the
system dynamic model previously described in (4.2) as

M x̃¨e + K x̃e = Kxe + f,

(4.14)

where the end-effector position, xe , and the applied force, f , are known from the
forward kinematics and the force sensor, respectively. M and K are known 3×3 mass
and stiffness matrix corresponded to the linear stiffness, respectively. Let x̃max ∈ R3
be the maximum value of x̃e obtained from solving Equation (4.14). The method
determines the safety margin, d, as

d = x̃e,max − x̃e .
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(4.15)

The method then computes the virtual fixture position using the condition described in (4.11).

4.3.3

Hand-Dynamic Method

The Hand-Dynamic Method includes the same system model as that used in
the Force-Based Method, but is modified by incorporating a hand model to capture
the instantaneous involuntary hand motion. In a human-machine cooperative system
with an admittance-controlled robot, the operator actively exerts forces on a tool, and
the robot moves with a (typically slow) speed proportional to the force applied. In
applications such as microsurgery, the range of hand motion during tool manipulation
is limited. Most of the motion occurs from the hand and the wrist, while the forearm
and the upper arm remain stationary. For this application, it is realistic to assume
that only the human’s hand and wrist dynamics need to be considered in our model.
Our analysis applies the equilibrium-point control model to capture the instantaneous involuntary hand motion upon contact with the virtual fixture. Studies
performed by Bizzi et al. [17] provide strong evidence that the nervous system uses
an equilibrium-point control to guide joint movements for a slow limb motion. The
muscle force used to maintain a limb posture determines the equilibrium position of
the limb and the stiffness in the joints. Limb trajectories result from joint torques
commanded by the nervous system to follow a series of equilibrium postures. The
requisite force exerted by the limb is proportional to the limb stiffness and the in-
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Figure 4.7: Tool-virtual fixture interaction in 1-DOF with the hand dynamics modeled
by a mass-spring-damper system. xh indicates the virtual hand position computed
by the equilibrium-point control assumption.
stantaneous difference between the virtual equilibrium position and the actual limb
position

fexerted = Kh (xvirtual − xactual ),

(4.16)

where xvirtual is the virtual position commanded by the neuromuscular system and
Kh the limb stiffness. The hypothesis greatly simplifies the analysis of the mechanical
interactions between human motion and a complex dynamic environment. It enables
us to predict the amount of overshoot past a virtual fixture due to the dynamics of
the human hand about the equilibrium point.
The hand is modeled with a mass-spring-damper model. Prior work has shown
that motion of upper-extremity human joints in small ranges are accurately modelled
with a linear second order system [44, 107, 47, 67, 109]. The hand is assumed to
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maintain contact with the tool at all times. We first begin with the 1-DOF system
shown in Figure 4.7. The schematic shown in Figure 4.7 illustrates the robot-hand
interaction at the virtual fixture boundary for a 1-DOF system in which the equation
of motion written in the end-effector frame of is

mth ẍt = −kt xt + kh (xh − xt ) + bh (ẋh − ẋt ),

(4.17)

where mth is the mass of the tool plus the hand, kt is the robot stiffness coefficient, bh
and kh are the hand damping and stiffness coefficients, respectively. Since the hand
is assumed to maintain contact with the tool at all times, the tool and the actual
hand are the same at xt . At this instance, the dynamic parameters and the applied
force are assumed to remain constant. Hence, the virtual hand position, xh , can be
estimated from (4.16) as

xh =

f
+ xto ,
kh

(4.18)

where xto is the tool position taken at the instance when the method is applied. Since
xh is assumed to stay stationary at the moment of tool-virtual fixture interaction, the
virtual hand velocity, ẋh , is zero. Substituting (4.18) into (4.17), the equation of
motion describing the dynamics of the tool-virtual fixture interaction is

mth ẍt + bh ẋt + (kt + kh )xt = f + kh xto .

(4.19)

From (4.19), the effect of hand dynamics on the tool position after contact with
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the virtual fixture can clearly be seen. Similarly, the model can be extended to
motion in higher DOF however, the extensions need to be proceeded with caution
due to the complexity of modelling the human hand-wrist dynamics in 3D motion.
For the small range of motion we consider in our application, the equation of motion
describing the tool-hand dynamics in a 3D task may be extended from (4.19) assuming
an equilibrium position and decoupled hand-wrist motion in the 3D Cartesian space
as

Mth x̃¨e + Bh x̃˙ e + Kth x̃e = f + Kh xe ,

(4.20)

where Mth is the mass matrix of the robot and the hand; Bh is a matrix representing
the hand damping; Kth is the hand and robot stiffness matrix. Similar to the ForceBased method, the safety distance, d, can be found as

d = x̃e,max − x̃e .

(4.21)

The method then computes the virtual fixture position using the condition described in (4.11).

4.3.4

Closed-Loop Forbidden-Region Virtual Fixtures

One drawback of the DDVF method, as it is implemented in an open-loop fashion,
is that the method can leave the end-effector at a conservative distance away from the
forbidden-region boundary. For some applications, it is may not be desirable since
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the user may want to manipulate the end-effector closer or right onto the forbidden
region. In this section, a closed-loop controller is proposed to allow the end-effector
position to approach the forbidden-region without penetrating past its boundary. To
achieve this, we apply the control-law partitioning approach, [24], to achieve a setpoint control on the desired end-effector position computed by the virtual fixture.
The goal of the proposed controllers is to utilize the actuated degrees of freedom to
result in the desired end-effector position. As described in Section 4.2.1, the robot
dynamics due to compliance are modeled with an effective mass and compliance
parameter. The admittance-controlled robot is treated as a position source, where
the end-effector position is effectively controlled by the low-level controller. From
(4.2), the dynamics of the end-effector due to the system compliance can be written
as:

M x̃¨e + K x̃e = Kxe + f,

(4.22)

where M and K is the 3 × 3 effective mass and stiffness matrices, respectively, since
we are only interested in the end-effector position in the case of the Forbidden-region
virtual fixtures. x̃e is a 3 × 1 vector representing the actual Cartesian position of the
end-effector resulting from compliance. xe is the Cartesian position of the end-effector
directly controlled by the low-level controller. f is the applied force measured by the
force sensor.
To apply control-law partitioning shown in Figure 4.8, consider the control plant
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Figure 4.8: Set-point controller applying the partitioned control method and proportional derivative control.
from (4.22) and rewrite it as

Plant: M x̃¨e + K x̃e = u,

(4.23)

where u = Kxe + f from Equation (4.2) is the control input. The desired end-effector
position, xd , is constant and known. Define the error and its first derivative terms as

e = xd − x̃e

(4.24)

ė = ẋd − x̃˙ e .
By setting the control input as

Control Input: u = M (ẍd + Kp e + Kd ė) + K x̃e ,
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(4.25)

where Kp and Kd are diagonal matrices containing the proportional and derivative
gains, respectively, we obtain

ẍd − x̃¨e + Kp e + Kd ė = 0

(4.26)

ë + Kd ė + Kp e = 0.
Equation (4.26) is a second-order differential equation in the error space. The
diagonal elements of the gain matrices can be chosen to be such that limt→∞ e = 0,
hence xd = x̃e . This controller requires an exact knowledge of the dynamic parameter
such as the mass and stiffness coefficient. Hence, the desired end-effector pose, xe ,
can be computed from u as

xe = K −1 (M (Kp e + Kd ė) + K x̃e − f ).

(4.27)

Note here that for a constant reference position, the term ẍd in Equation (4.25) is
zero. The controller assumes that the stiffness matrix, K, is full rank, which is always
true for real mechanisms. Since the system described in (4.23) is controllable, the
error feedback gain can be chosen such that the end-effector approaches the desired
position (for each x − y − z direction) in an overdamped fashion to prevent an overshoot. An integral term can be added to achieve a setpoint regulation in the presence
of a constant disturbance. In addition, since the controller works automatically with
respect to a position error; the user loses the steady-hand motion normally created
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Figure 4.9: Velocity profile of the tool (blue) in a compliant admittance-controlled
1-DOF system in comparison with the desired velocity (red) and the velocity of a
rigid robot shown by the stage velocity (black).
by the admittance control law. This characteristic becomes a major drawback of
this controller. To solve this problem, the closed-loop controller can be implemented
in combination with the Dynamically-defined virtual fixture methods. Namely, the
closed-loop controller is switched on when the DDVF determines a possible overshoot. The performance of this virtual fixture paradigm is investigated with a user
experiment on a 1-DOF testbed in Chapter 5.

4.4

Guidance Virtual Fixtures

In an admittance-controlled setting, the robot is moved at a velocity computed by
the admittance control law described in (4.3), creating the steady-hand motion. In
addition, virtual fixtures create guidance by commanding the robot to follow a desired
velocity profile computed from preferred directions of motion. However, the steady-
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hand motion is lost in cooperative admittance-controlled robots with compliance since
the end-effector fails to follow the desired velocity. Figure 4.9 shows velocity profiles
of a rigid robot (represented by the stage velocity) and the tool, which is attached to
the stage through a spring element, both undergoing steady-hand manipulation in a
1-DOF admittance-controlled system. The figure clearly illustrates the velocity error
introduced by cooperative manipulation of robot with compliance.
To correct for the velocity error, we apply control-law partitioning approach [24],
to achieve trajectory following on the desired velocity computed by the admittance
or guidance virtual fixture control laws. Robot compliance introduces unactuated
degrees of freedom, hence, the goal of the proposed controllers is to utilize the actuated degrees of freedom to produce desired end-effector velocity. As described in
Section 4.2.1, the robot dynamics due to compliance is modelled with an effective
mass and compliance parameter. The admittance-controlled robot is treated as a position source, where the end-effector position is effectively controlled by the low-level
controller. From (4.2), the dynamics of the end-effector due to the system compliance
can be written as:

M x̃¨e + K x̃e = Kxe + f,

(4.28)

where M and K is the effective mass and stiffness matrices, respectively. x̃e is the
vector representing the actual Cartesian position and orientation of the end-effector
resulting from compliance. xe is the vector of the Cartesian position and orientation
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Figure 4.10: Velocity-following controller applying the partitioned control method
and proportional control.
of the end-effector directly controlled by the low-level controller. f is the applied
force and torque measured by the force sensor.

4.4.1

Partitioned Control with P-Controller

To apply control-law partitioning shown in Figure 4.10, consider the control plant
from (4.2) and rewrite as

Plant: M x̃¨e + K x̃e = u,

(4.29)

where u = Kxe + f from Equation (4.2) is the control input. Assume velocity
trajectory, ẋd , is a function in C 1 and known at all times t. By defining the input as

Control Input: u = M (ẍd + Kp e) + K x̃e ,
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(4.30)

where Kp is a diagonal gain matrix and e is defined as

e = ẋd − x̃˙ e .

(4.31)

Note that ẋd is known and can be computed from the admittance control (Equation (4.3)) or virtual fixture control law described in Section 2.3. By substituting
Equation (4.30) in (4.2), we obtain

ẍd − x̃¨e + Kp e = 0

(4.32)

ė + Kp e = 0.
Equation (4.32) is a first-order differential equation in the error space. The gain
matrix can be chosen to be negative definite such that limt→∞ e = 0, hence ẋd = x̃˙ e .
This controller works assuming an exact knowledge of the dynamic parameters such
as the mass and stiffness coefficient. Hence, the desired end-effector pose, xe , can be
computed from u as

xe = K −1 (M (ẍd + Kp e) + K x̃e − f ).

(4.33)

This assumes that the stiffness matrix, K, is full rank, which is always true for
real mechanisms. However, the control above will result in a steady-state error in the
presence of external disturbance or noise, which may arise from inaccurate parameter
estimation. With an assumption that the disturbance is constant and bounded, the
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Figure 4.11: Velocity-following controller applying the partitioned control method
and proportional-integral control.
controller in (4.32) results in steady-state error described by

Kp e = fdisturbance .

4.4.2

(4.34)

Partitioned Control with PI-Controller

To eliminate the steady-state error, we introduce an integral term as shown in
Figure 4.11 such that


u=M

Z
ẍd + Kp e + Ki


edt + K x̃e .

The controller in (4.35) results in the error equation
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(4.35)

Z
Kp e + Ki

edt = fdisturbance .

(4.36)

If e(t) = 0 for t < 0, we can rewrite (4.36) for t > 0 as

Kp ë + Ki e = f˙disturbance .

(4.37)

For a constant disturbance, (4.37) in the steady-state becomes

Ki e = 0,

(4.38)

e = 0.

(4.39)

which results in

Hence, the end-effector follows the desired velocity even with the presence of a constant disturbance. The desired end-effector position commanded from the low-level
robot controller can be written as

xe = K

4.5

−1




M

Z
ẍd + Kp e + Ki



edt + K x̃e − f .

(4.40)

Conclusions

In this chapter, we presented methods to correct for the effect of robot compliance
on virtual fixture performance in human-machine cooperative systems. Robot compliance produces errors in the robot end-effector position, which leads to incorrect
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virtual fixture geometry. This error causes the end-effector to enter undesired regions
and prevents the operator’s motion from following a commanded velocity trajectory
generated during the steady-hand motion or guidance virtual fixtures.
To solve this problem, a Kalman filter is used to update the end-effector pose
measurement obtained from a visual system at a low update rate. A linearized system dynamic model is proposed, which is applied by the Kalman filter. Based on
the dynamic model, control methods are developed to compensate for the effect of
robot compliance in forbidden-region virtual fixtures and guidance virtual fixtures.
For forbidden-region virtual fixtures, the Dynamically-Defined virtual fixtures are developed to prevent undesired tool motion beyond a forbidden-region boundary, considering the robot and hand dynamics. For steady-hand motion and guidance virtual
fixtures, a partitioned control method is proposed to achieve the desired end-effector
velocity during the steady-hand motion and/or a guidance along a velocity trajectory
computed by the virtual fixtures. This chapter provides a general framework that
is implemented on a real admittance-controlled cooperative system in the following
chapter.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Validation

5.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we provide results of the implementation of the tool correction
and virtual fixture methods described in Chapter 4. This chapter is divided into two
parts, with each part describing the experimental results on two admittance-controlled
cooperative robots. In the first part, a 1-DOF admittance-controlled robot is used.
In addition to the validation of the virtual fixture methods, we also use the 1-DOF
system to gain some insights on the effect of other human factors that are important
to the design of a human-machine cooperative system, such as cognitive load, haptic
feedback, and visual feedback. With its simplicity, the 1-DOF system provides a
useful testbed to explore different human-factors considerations when implementing
virtual fixtures. The second part of the chapter presents preliminary work to apply
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these methods to the 5-DOF JHU Eye Robot system [51]. To date, a compliance
model of the robot has been identified.

5.2

Identification of the Mechanical Impedance of
Human Hand

We first begin with an experiment to determine the hand dynamic parameters
(mass, damping, and stiffness) in an active pushing task. These dynamic parameters
are necessary for the implementation of the Hand-Dynamic method for forbiddenregion virtual fixtures. To the best of our knowledge, the experiment is the first
to identify the mechanical impedance of the hand while considering both applied
and gripping forces. Table 5.1 describes the system variables used in the experiment
with the 1-DOF testbed (Section 5.2 and 5.3). In a 1-DOF system, these variables are
scalar quantities. The tool position, xt , in this system refers to the actual end-effector
position (x̃e ) and the stage position, xs , refers to the ideal end-effector position, xe ,
as described in the system model in Chapter 4.
In order to implement the Hand-Dynamic method, the effective mass and stiffness
of the hand during an active pushing task are needed. Previous studies suggest that
the dynamic parameters of an active finger change when different forces are exerted
[44]. Previous experiments with grasping of a stylus [67] and a haptic knob [47]
indicate that hand/wrist mass, stiffness, and damping increase as grip force increases.
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Table 5.1: List of system constants and variables
Variable

Description

xt , ẋt

Tool position and velocity

xs , ẋs

Stage position and velocity

xh , ẋh

Virtual hand position and velocity

xf

Forbidden-region boundary position

xw

Dynamically-defined virtual fixture position

d

Safety margin to be determined

mt , kt

Tool mass and stiffness coefficient

mh , bh , kh

Hand mass, damping and stiffness coefficients

fa

Applied force measured by force sensor
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In order to accurately capture the dynamics of tool manipulation in an active pushing
task, both applied and gripping forces need to be considered simultaneously. Other
previous work on the identification of a human hand or finger dynamic parameters
[107, 109], did not consider both applied force and gripping force.
In this section, we describe an experiment to determine the hand dynamic parameters (mass, spring, and damping coefficients) in active pushing tasks. The hand
parameters are later used in the motion constraint methods previously described in
Section 4.3.3.

5.2.1

Experimental Apparatus and Procedure

The apparatus used to determine the hand dynamic parameters is a 1-DOF translational cooperative robot. The system includes a low-friction linear stage, an accelerometer, a moter equipped with an optical encoder, a force sensor, and a tool
rigidly attached to both the force sensor and the linear stage (Figure 5.1a). A spherical Delrin knob is used as the tool handle. A highly backdrivable motor (1:1 gear
ratio) is used to drive the stage. A constraint with soft padding is used to minimize
arm motion and keep the forearm parallel to the horizontal plane. Only the user’s
hand and wrist are allowed to move.
The users were instructed to hold the tool with three different grip force levels,
corresponding to a normal, soft, and hard grip of the tool. The grip force was not
explicitly measured. For each grip force level, the users were asked to push the stage at
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fa
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(b)

(a)

Figure 5.1: (a) Experimental setup for hand dynamic parameter estimation. (b) The
linear second-order system model assumed for hand parameter estimation.
four different target forces (2, 4, 6, and 8 N), presented in random order. To push the
stage, the user grasped the tool and exerted a translational force. Before the target
translational force was reached, the stage remained stationary using PD control, and
the amount of the applied force with respect to the target force was displayed on
a monitor. Once the applied force was reached and maintained within 12% of the
target force for three seconds, the display was turned off and the stage was allowed to
move freely. The range is chosen to be slightly higher than the 10% Just-NoticeableDifference (JND) for human force perception reported in [7] to make sure that the user
can sense and maintain the required force output. This creates a negative impulse on
the hand. The computer then recorded the acceleration and the position of the stage.
The stage velocity was computed offline from the recorded position. Since the hand
is assumed to maintain contact with the tool (rigidly attached to the stage) at all
times, the stage position and acceleration measured are the same for the hand. Milner
and Franklin [93] reported that muscle stretch reflex responses of human fingers can
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be observed as fast as 20-30 msec from flexor and extensor loads. Thus, the data
to identify the hand parameters was collected within 20 msec of the start of stage
motion. The data were collected every 1 msec.
Eight right-handed users, four females and four males between the ages of 23 and
35, participated in the experiment. Each user sat in front of a computer monitor and
the apparatus, with his/her hand and the apparatus hidden from view (Figure 5.2).
The users could grasp the tool whichever way felt comfortable and were asked to keep
the grasping method constant throughout the experiment. This usually resulted in a
two- or three-fingered grasp. The users performed three trials for each target force.
The users completed the trials with the normal grip force before performing the trials
with soft and hard grip force. This results in a total of 36 trials per user. Practice
time was given prior to the actual experiment. The users were allowed some rest time
between trials to minimize hand fatigue.

5.2.2

Hand Model and Fitting Technique

Figure 5.2 shows the system model used in estimating hand dynamic parameters.
The 2nd-order model has been shown to well model the hand dynamics as previously
described. The hand moves with a small rotation about the wrist within the time
interval considered. Hence a linear 2nd-order translational system, is used to model
the hand dynamics. With the equilibrium-point control assumption [17], which states
that
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Figure 5.2: Setup for the experiment to determine hand dynamic parameters.

fa = kh (xh − xactual )

(5.1)

the force balance with parameters m, b, and k, representing the mass, damping, and
stiffness coefficients of the hand, can be expressed as follows:

(mt + mh ) ẍ (t) = bh (ẋh − ẋ (t)) + kh (xh − x (t)) − fa (t) ,

(5.2)

where the x, ẋ, and ẍ denote the position, velocity, and acceleration of the hand
(and tool/stage), respectively. xh and ẋh are the position and velocity of the hand
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equilibrium point, respectively. fa is the human-applied force measured by the force
sensor. The presence of the force sensor between the stage and the tool eliminates
the need to include the dynamics of the stage in our model. Assuming a zero start
position (x(0) = 0), the equilibrium point (xh ) can be calculated from Equation 4.16,
where fexerted = fa (0) and xactual = x(0). fa (0) is the initial applied force (within 12%
of the target force) before the stage is allowed to move. The equilibrium point stays
stationary during the involuntary hand motion occurring within the first 20 msec
after the stage starts to move. Hence, ẋh is zero. Substituting the known variables
in Equation (5.2) gives
(mt + mh ) ẍ (t) + bh ẋ (t) + kh x (t) = −fa (t) + fa (0)

(5.3)

The hand parameters (mh , bh , and kh ) are solved using the linear least-squares
method by rewriting Equation (5.3) as


ẍi ẋi



mh 
 
 

xi 
 bh  = −fai + fa (0) ,
 
 
kh

(5.4)

where i = {1 . . . 20} refers to the time step at which the data was acquired. For each
combination of user, grip force level, and target translational force, the data collected
from three trials were concatenated and used to solve for the hand parameters as a
single linear least-squares problem.
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5.2.3

Hand Parameter Identification Results

Figure 5.3 shows the mass, damping, stiffness, and damping ratio of seven users
(one user was an outlier) at different target translational forces at various grip force
levels. r2 values were calculated to validate the results from the least-squares fit.
The average of the r2 of all trials across the seven users was 0.8. The effective hand
masses found in our experiment for all 3 grasp force levels fall between those of
[44] and [67, 109]. This is likely because different grasps were used in each of these
studies. Within the same grip force level, the effective mass, damping and stiffness
coefficient estimates remain relatively constant across all amounts of translational
force. The damping coefficients increase when the applied force is increased from 2N,
however, they remain consistent between the force range of 4-8N. Comparing across
the three grip force levels, the mass estimates are quite consistent. The damping
coefficients are higher in general for the normal and hard grip cases than for the soft
grip case. This is similar to what was found in [67]. However, the stiffness coefficients
fall within the same range (between 500-1500 N/m) for all grip forces, unlike the
increasing trend found in [47, 67]. Since the grip force was not measured, we do
not know exactly how the users’ actual grip force varied between the normal, hard,
and soft cases. In our pushing task, grasping the tool “softly” is very unnatural,
especially with high translational force. This could provide an explanation for the
similar stiffness coefficients found between the various grip force levels. The damping
ratios are relatively consistent among the users. On average for each user, the damping
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(a) Soft Grip

(b) Normal Grip

(c) Hard Grip

Mass [g]

Damping
[N-s/m]

Stiffness
[N/m]

Damping
Ratio

Figure 5.3: Measured hand parameters (Mass, Damping, Stiffness, and Damping
ratio) for seven users with (a) Soft grip, (b) Normal grip, and (c) Hard grip. Each
line represents the hand parameters of each user at four different target translational
forces.
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Figure 5.4: (a) 1-DOF compliant human-machine cooperative system testbed and (b)
schematic illustrating the Nitinol strips connecting the tool and the stage to simulate
joint compliance.
ratios for the hard grip case are slightly higher than those in the normal and soft grip
cases.

5.3

1-DOF Cooperative Robot: Experimental Setup

In this section, we conduct a user experiment to validate the tool position correction and virtual fixture methods presented in Chapter 4 on a 1-DOF testbed shown
in Figure 5.4. The underlying system is the same as that used in the previous experiment for hand dynamic parameter estimation. However, the a non-backdribable
motor (1:128 gear ratio) was used instead. The robot compliance is simulated with
four elastic Nitinol strips attached between the linear stage and the tool as shown in
Figure 5.4. The force sensor used was the ATI Nano-17 (ATI Industrial Automation),
which has a force sensing resolution of 0.0017N and sensing ranges of ±37N along the
z-axis, which was used to control the linear stage. The system is equipped with a
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Tool

Stage

Figure 5.5: Patterned markers used for camera-robot registration on the 1-DOF
testbed with the tracked regions shown by the red rectangles. Six markers are used
for the registration. During the experiment, only two markers, labeled here as Stage
and Tool, are tracked.
camera (Basler A600) to obtain the tool and stage position through real-time visual
tracking of two patterned markers. Patterned markers are shown in Figure 5.5.

5.3.1

Camera-Robot Registration and 3D Reconstruction

Since the virtual fixtures are implemented in the robot reference frame, a camerarobot registration is needed to transform the 3D marker position computed in the
camera frame to the robot reference frame. The registration follows the iterative
pose estimation method developed in [21] for mobile robot navigation system. On
a stationary robot, the visual tracking system determines the pixel coordinate (u, v)
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of six patterned markers with their positions known in the robot reference frame, as
shown in Figure 5.5. The marker positions in the image plane are obtained in real
time using the Sum-of-Square Difference (SSD) tracking algorithm available in the
XVision software package [43]. The marker 3D positions (the centers of the rectangles)
in the camera frame, P c , can be described in the robot reference frame, w, through
the following rigid body transformation

Pic = Rcw Piw + p,

(5.5)

where Rcw ∈ so(3) and p ∈ R3 are the rotation matrix and the translation vector
describing the pose of the camera frame relative to the robot reference frame, respectively. The subscript i ∈ 1 · · · N denotes each observed point. The method requires
a minimum of N = 3, and N = 6 in our implementation. The superscripts c and w
denote the quantity expressed in the camera and the robot reference frames, respectively. Applying the ideal generic sensor model [21], a point seen by a conventional
projective camera can be mapped to a spherical coordinate. Hence, the 3D position
observed by a projective camera can also be represented by

Pic = λi nci ,

(5.6)

where n is a unit directional vector pointing from the camera optical center to the
observed point and λ is its length. In a uni-focal camera, n is computed for each
observed point from
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Figure 5.6: Frame assignments for 3D reconstruction of the stage and tool positions
from a single camera.
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1]T k

.

(5.7)

To find R and T , the method works as follows. First, each λi is initialized at
an initial value of 1. This step gives the first estimate of the corresponding Pic from
w
c
, a new set
(5.6). With each new estimate of points Pi∈1···N
and the known Pi∈1···N

of Rcw and p is computed using the singular value decomposition method for point
cloud-to-point cloud registration [10]. New λi are estimated from the magnitude of
the newly computed Pic . The method then repeats with a new calculation of Rcw
and p until the difference of T from the previous step is less than a threshold. The
termination threshold was set at 0.0001 mm in our implementation.
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For a single-degree-of-freedom system, the 3D position of the tool and the stage
can be computed from a single camera with a known intrinsic parameter. Markers are
tracked to provide the stage and the tool positions, as shown in Figure 5.5. The robot
reference frame is defined on the stage such that stage motion lies along the x-axis.
The z component of the translation vector, pwc , found in the registration step then
gives the depth of the stage marker as seen in the rectified camera frame (parallel to
the robot fixed frame) as illustrated in Figure 5.6. The depth of the tool with respect
to the rectified frame can be computed from the known relative height between the
stage and the tool markers. Let zs and zt be the depth of the stage and the tool with
respect to the rectified camera frame, respectively. These depths remain constant as
the stage and the tool moves parallel to the rectified frame. The marker positions
expressed in the camera reference frame are computed from their pixel coordinates
as:

P̂ c = E −1 [u v

1]T ,

(5.8)

where E is a matrix of intrinsic camera parameters. P̂ c is rectified to a frame parallel
to the robot frame of reference by applying the inverse of the rotation, Rcw , found
in (5.5). The scale is removed by dividing P̂ c by its z component given P̃ c . The 3D
coordinates of the stage and tool positions with respect to the robot world frame are
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Psw = P̃sc zs − pwc

(5.9)

Ptw = P̃tc zt − pwc ,
where the subscripts, s and t, denote the stage and the tool positions, respectively.
pwc is known from the camera-robot registration as described in (5.5). In our implementation, the visual tracker provides the position update at 30Hz, while the robot
controller runs at 500Hz.

5.3.2

Tool Position Estimate with Kalman Filter

A Kalman filter was used to integrate the measurements from the camera, encoder,
and model to determine the stage and tool positions. For the 1-DOF system, the
position of the stage (the ideal end-effector position) and the tool (the actual endeffector position) can be obtained from the tracking system. A filter is used the
tracked stage and tool positions as absolute measurements. The system model used
in the Kalman filter implementation can be written in the linear difference state-space
formulation as

xk = Axk−1 + Bu + ψk−1 ,
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(5.10)

where

x = [xs






A = 






xt

ẋs

ẋt ]T

(5.11)
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(5.12)

T

u = f.

(5.13)
(5.14)

The measurement models are given as follows:


 0 0 1 0 
 xk + ν1,k
z1,k = 


0 0 0 1


 1 0 0 0 
 xk + ν2,k ,
z2,k = 


0 1 0 0

(5.15)

(5.16)

where z1,k ∈ Rm is the velocity measurement obtained at every iteration and z2,k ∈ Rp
is position measurement obtained from at the update rate of the camera. When the
tracker information is not available, the stage velocity is calculated from differentiating the encoder readings. For slow motion, the tool velocity is calculated by
differentiating the product of the robot compliance and the measured applied force.
The process and measurement error covariance matrices are
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 0.0001 0 0 0


 0 0.0001 0 0

Q = 

 0 0 0.01 0



0 0 0 0.01















(5.17)

 3 0 

R1 = 


0 3


 0.06 0 

R2 = 


0 0.06
The process error covariance, Q, is defined and tuned experimentally. The measurement error covariance matrices, R1 and R2 , are determined experimentally from
raw measurements. R1 and R2 are in mm/s and mm, respectively. For example, R2
is computed from the variances of the stage and tool position (in mm) observed by
the camera on a stationary robot at different locations. Figure 5.7 shows the stage
and tool position estimates calculated by the Kalman filter in comparison to their respective camera measurements. The tool position error due to the added compliance
can also be seen in Figure 5.7. With the use of Kalman filter, we achieved a smooth
estimate of stage and tool position. The accuracy of the position estimation needs
further validation through the use of an external sensor.
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Position [mm]

Time [sec]

Figure 5.7: Stage and tool position estimates obtained from the Kalman filter as
compared to their respective camera measurements. The stage and the tool positions
are shown in black and blue, respectively.

5.4

1-DOF Forbidden-region Virtual Fixtures

In this section, we implement the Dynamically-Defined Virtual Fixture methods
on a 1-DOF system and evaluate their performance with a user experiment. For a
1-DOF system, forbidden-region virtual fixtures are reduced to simply preventing the
tool tip from passing a fixed limit.
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5.4.1

Force-Based Method

The equation of motion describing the tool position with joint compliance can be
determined based on the system schematic shown in Figure 5.8(a) as

mt ẍt + kt (xt − xs ) = fa .

(5.18)

The tool mass, mt , and the stiffness, kt , are determined experimentally. The maximum tool position, xt,max , can be determined in closed form as

xt,max =
where

√


fa
a2 + b2 + xs,o + ,
kt
fa
a = xt,o − xs,o +
kt
r 
mt
b=
ẋt,o .
kt

(5.19)

The subscript o indicates the initial condition. At every time step, we assume a new
reference (xs,o = xt,o = 0) to determine xt,max . The method then computes the virtual
fixture position using the condition described in (4.11).

5.4.2

Hand-Dynamic Method

Figure 5.8(b) represents the interaction between the hand and the robot during
contact with the virtual fixture in the 1-DOF system. The equation of motion describing the tool position is previously described in (4.19) in Chapter 4. The maximum
tool position at every time step, xt,max , can be calculated in closed form as
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Figure 5.8: (a) System model with force input from the force sensor. (b) Hand and
system model used by the Hand-Dynamic Method.

xt,max =
where

√


a2 + b2 exp
a=

−bh tmax
2mth


+c

(5.20)

kt (xt,o − xs,o ) − fa
(kt + kh )
2ẋt,o mth + bh a
4mth (kt + kh ) − b2h

b= p
c=

kt xs,o + kh xt,o + fa,i
kh + kt

The subscript o denotes initial conditions. At every time step, we assume a new
reference (xs,o = xt,o = 0) to determine xt,max . Assuming the hand dynamic parameters are known, the method then predicts the maximum tool position if the operator
continues moving with the current applied force. The algorithm then computes the
position of the virtual fixture using the condition described in (4.11).
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5.4.3

Closed-loop Forbidden-region Virtual Fixture

As mentioned earlier, it is desirable to manipulate the tool closer to or on the
forbidden region. This is not possible with the Dynamically-Defined Virtual Fixtures
when the methods are applied in an open-loop fashion. Hence, a closed-loop controller
was proposed in Section 4.3.4 to allow the tool to approach the forbidden-region
without penetrating past its boundary. On the 1-DOF system described in Figure
5.8(a), we obtain the equation of motion as
mt ẍt + kt xt = kt xs + fa .

(5.21)

We assume a known constant position of the forbidden-region boundary, xf , and
set the stage position as
xs = (mt (kp e + kd ė) + kt xt − fa )/kt ,

(5.22)

where e = xf − xt . With a change of coordinate, we obtain the system model as
ë + kp ė + kd e = 0.

(5.23)

The gains kp and kd can be selected such that the tool position, xt , reaches the target
reference, xf , in an overdamped fashion. Hence, by applying (5.21) and (5.22), the
desired stage velocity, ẋs , can be calculated. The gains kp and kd are determined
experimentally.
With the closed-loop controller active, the operator loses the freedom to control
the motion of the base stage. This characteristic may be undesirable. To account
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Obtain current
Force Sensor
system dynamics

DynamicallyDefined Virtual Fixtures
Overshoot?

No
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Stop robot with
open-loop control
(Methods 1-4)

Continue with
closed-loop control
(Methods 5-8)

Admittance control
(Cooperative)

Figure 5.9: Flowchart showing the implementation of the Dynamically-Defined Virtual Fixture methods and the closed-loop controller.
for this, the closed-loop controller is activated only when one of the DynamicallyDefined Virtual Fixture methods discussed in the previous sections determines the
possibility of overshoot. The flowchart shown in Figure 5.9 outlines the system implementation. The four methods used to predict the overshoot are: Velocity-Based,
Force-Based, Hand-Dynamic without hand damping, and Hand-Dynamic with hand
damping. These open-loop implementation of methods will be referred to as Methods 1 through 4, respectively. Accordingly, Methods 5 through 8 are the closed-loop
implementation of these same methods. These methods are listed in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Dynamically-Defined Virtual Fixture methods numbered by their respective open-loop and closed-loop implementations.
Method Number
Methods

5.4.4

Open loop

Closed loop

Velocity-Based

1

5

Force-Based

2

6

Hand-Dynamic without Hand Damping

3

7

Hand-Dynamic with Hand Damping

4

8

Experimental Methods

Two user experiments, Experiment I and II, were performed to evaluate the virtual
fixture methods. All methods were compared to the Static Wall Method, in which
the virtual fixture is located at the boundary of the forbidden region. In Experiment
I, the users had no visual feedback of the task space and relied only on the haptic
feedback from contact with the virtual fixture. Experiment II was conducted as a
preliminary experiment in which visual feedback and cognitive load were provided
to the user. Both experiments used the apparatus shown in Figure 5.10. An arm
restraint with soft padding was used to minimize arm motion and keep the forearm
parallel to the horizontal plane. Only the user’s hand and wrist were allowed to move.
A large blinder, shown in Figure 5.10(a), was used to conceal the user’s hand and
stage.
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Blinder
Camera

Arm Support

1-DOF Setup

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.10: The experimental setup showing (a) a user with a blinder used to prevent
a visual feedback of the stage and (b) the vision system used for a visual tracking of
the stage and tool position. The 1-DOF setup is shown in detail in Figure 5.4(b).
In both experiments, the users were asked to move the stage at a moderate speed
until contact is made with the virtual fixture. The subjects were told to stop upon
contact and then move the tool in the opposite direction. The users were instructed
to hold the tool with a comfortable grip and were asked to keep the grip posture
consistent for each trial. We implemented the eight Dynamically-Defined Virtual
Fixture methods shown in Table 5.2, as well as the Static Wall method. In Experiment
I, twelve right-handed participants were involved in this experiment: 6 males and 6
females, ranging from the ages 18 to 29. The nine methods were applied in random
order. Each user performed three trials of each method for a total of 27 trials.
Experiment II is a preliminary study with only two users. The real-time tool
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position and forbidden-region boundary are visually displayed on the monitor. The
display used a 1:1 scale in position. In addition to visual feedback, we are also interested in evaluating virtual fixture performance when the operator is under cognitive
loads. This represents a realistic scenario, such as in a surgery where the surgeon
needs to process a large amount of information and normally operates under stress.
To simulate this, we applied a cognitive load in the form of mental arithmetic, similar
to [63] and [76]. During each trial, the experimenter called out a set of four random integers between 1 and 9 and two ordinal numbers between 1st and 4th, which specified
the numbers from the set that were to be added. The user was required to memorize
the four integers, add the specified integers, and announce the answer verbally. A
total of four scenarios were tested: cognitive load only (CLO), no cognitive load and
no visual feedback (NCV), cognitive load and visual feedback (CLVF), and visual
feedback only (VFO). The NCV scenario is the same as that used in Experiment I.
The user followed the same procedures of Experiment I except with the addition of
three new scenarios, resulting in 108 trials total. Practice time was given in both
experiments.
To evaluate the methods, we applied an error metric called the error ratio. The
error ratio is the distance between the maximum tool position and the forbiddenregion boundary (the error) divided by the force applied when the maximum tool
position was reached. Since the magnitude of the applied force, which directly affects
the error, differs from trial to trial, the error ratio provides a more accurate comparison
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Figure 5.11: Plots of the mean error ratio per method. Positive error ratios indicate
penetration into the forbidden region. The grey bars indicate the methods for which
penetration was observed.
of the methods than the error alone. Positive values of the ratio indicate penetration
into the forbidden region. Therefore, a small negative error ratio is desirable since
it indicates that the method is effective in preventing the tool from entering the
forbidden region when a large force is applied. All methods are compared to the
Static Wall case where the virtual fixture is placed at the forbidden-region boundary.

5.4.5

Results of Experiment I: No Visual Feedback

We applied a mixed-effects analysis of variance (ANOVA) to compare the error
ratios obtained for each method. ANOVA showed at least one significantly difference
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in the mean error ratios with P < 0.0001 on a 95% confidence interval. Subsequently,
a post-hoc pairwise comparison with the Scheffe’s test was used to determine the
methods with statistical differences. The result of the pairwise comparison is shown
in Table 5.3. The mean error ratios are shown in Figure 5.11. The plot shown in red
are the methods which at least one penetration was observed.
We observed penetration in the open-loop Velocity-Based Method (Method 1) and
in the methods with the closed-loop controller (Methods 5-8). All users penetrated
the forbidden region with the Static Wall Method in all trials, as expected due to hand
dynamics and robot compliance. For the open-loop dynamic wall methods (Methods
1-4), users did not penetrate into the forbidden region except with the Velocity-Based
Method (Method 1). The failure of the Velocity-based method is not surprising, since
the chosen time interval, ∆t, is not expected to be ideal for all users and under all
conditions. The time interval was set according to human reaction time as described
in Section 4.3.1, and the determination of the optimal time interval needs further
analysis.
The rest of the open-loop methods (Methods 2-4) show no significant differences
between each other. In the Hand-Dynamic Method with hand damping (Method 4),
the lowest damping value found in the Section 5.2 was used to achieve a conservative
estimate of overshoot across users. Hence, the effect of damping is minimal and thus
the insignificant difference between Methods 3 and 4 is not surprising. There is also
no statistically significant difference between the Force-Based and the Hand-Dynamic
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Methods. In both methods, the amount of overshoot is inversely proportional to the
square root of the system stiffness and directly proportional to the square root of the
system mass. It is also directly proportional to the applied force as shown in (5.19)
and (5.20). The conservativeness of the methods depends on the relationship between
these parameters.
In the Hand-Dynamic Methods, the maximum hand mass and the minimum hand
stiffness found in [86] were used to give a conservative estimate of the maximum
tool position for all users. The Force-Based Method includes the tool mass and joint
compliance but not the hand mass and the hand stiffness in the model. With respect
to the system stiffness, the Hand-Dynamic Methods will be less conservative because
the overall stiffness of the system is increased. The hand stiffness value (460.72 N/m)
is relatively small compared to the stiffness of the system (4347.83 N/m). By adding
the hand mass, the total mass of the system nearly doubles, from 0.062 kg to 0.1211 kg.
In this respect, the Hand-Dynamic Method would tend to be more conservative than
the Force-Based Method. However, another contributing factor, the applied force, was
not regulated in each trial. Depending on the magnitude of the force, either method
could be more or less conservative than the other. The unknown relationship of these
parameters may contribute to the insignificant differences between the Hand-Dynamic
and Force-Based methods shown in the experimental data. Even though significant
differences were not seen between these methods, the Hand-Dynamic Methods may
lead to significantly better performance than the Force-Based Method by adjusting
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Table 5.3: Pairwise comparisons of the mean error ratios using Scheffe’s Method, with
• denoting pairs that are statistically significantly different.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Methods

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Static Wall

•

•

•

•

•

•

1

•

•

•

•

2

•

•

•

•

3

•

•

•

•

4

•

•

•

5
6
7

the hand parameters according to user-specific models.
With closed-loop control, we observed penetration in all methods (Methods 5-8).
The pairwise comparisons show no statistically significant differences in error ratios
between the closed-loop methods, except for the Velocity-Based Method. However,
the occurrence of penetration was at least 50% higher in the Velocity-Based Method
than the others. Similar error ratios are expected among all methods since the closedloop controller should allow the tool to approach the forbidden region regardless of
the method.
To investigate further why users penetrated into the forbidden region with the
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Figure 5.12: Examples of two force profiles: (a) with abrupt force exertion and (b)
with constant force, after the activation of the closed-loop controller.
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closed-loop methods, we examined plots of the force exerted and tool position versus time. We observed two characteristic force profiles. In the first profile (Figure
5.12(a)), there is a sudden change in the applied force after the closed-loop controller
is activated. The abrupt force exertion is the user’s response to the change in velocity that occurs when the closed-loop controller is activated. In this case, the high
gear ratio of the motor prevents the stage from achieving the acceleration needed to
counter the transient response resulting from the input force. This problem may be
solved by using a higher-powered motor. However, the acceleratory behavior with a
large power source may not be desirable in a human-machine cooperative setting and
in certain applications such as surgery.
In contrast, there is no significant change in force in the second profile (Figure
5.12(b)); a relatively constant force is applied before and after the activation of the
closed-loop controller. We hypothesize that the overshoot in this case is due to the
lack of distinct haptic feedback upon contact with the virtual fixture and the friction
in the gear. Users adapt to the gradual change in velocity commanded by the closedloop controller, making them unaware of the virtual fixture. As the users continue
to move toward the forbidden region, the close proximity of the tool to the region
causes the controller to output a small command velocity which translates to a small
command motor torque. Until the position error results in a commanded torque
large enough to overcome the friction in the gears and move the stage in the opposite
direction, the tool continues to move past the boundary.
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Similar trends were seen with the open-loop methods. The abrupt change in
applied force is due to the complete stop of the stage upon virtual fixture contact.
However, no penetration occurs in Methods 2-4 since the possible overshoot is accounted for when the dynamic virtual wall position was calculated. Since humans
detect the change in velocity better than the change in position, we believe that a
“crisp” haptic feedback such as the one observed in the open-loop methods provides
crucial information for human-machine interaction with virtual fixtures.

5.4.6

Results of Experiment II: Visual Feedback and Cognitive Load

From the results of Experiment I, the lack of distinct haptic feedback is believed
to contribute to the overshoot observed in the closed-loop methods. In an actual
application of a human-machine interface, visual feedback of the task space is typically
available. Hence, we conducted a preliminary experiment to investigate the effect
of visual feedback on the performance of the Dynamically-Defined Virtual Fixture
methods. In addition, cognitive load was introduced as a factor that could inhibit the
user’s ability to manipulate the robotic system. We hypothesize that the addition of
visual feedback should result in less overshoot in all methods and decreased distance
from the forbidden region in the closed-loop methods. In addition, we also anticipate
that the virtual fixture methods are still effective even under cognitive load.
In order to perform a preliminary assessment of our hypotheses, only two subjects
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Figure 5.13: Mean error ratios per method of one user performing Experiment II.
CLO, NCV, CLVF, and VFO represent Cognitive Load Only, No Cognitive Load and
No Visual Feedback, Cognitive Load and Visual Feedback, and Visual Feedback Only,
respectively.
participated in Experiment II. Due to the limited sample size, no statistical analysis
was performed on the data collected. Based on the initial data, we did not observe
a significant increase in error ratio with the addition of cognitive load (Figure 5.13).
This may be due to the simplicity of the pushing and pulling task or the intuitiveness
of the virtual fixture algorithms. The addition of cognitive load may have a significant
effect on a task with higher complexity and required skill level. However, a more
extensive user experiment is required to validate the assumption. Figure 5.13 shows
a significant difference with the addition of visual feedback. However, visual feedback
alone does not prevent overshoot, as seen by cases of penetration with the Static Wall
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Method. The combination of visual feedback and dynamic virtual fixtures give the
best performance. In all cases, we observe that visual feedback is a more influential
factor than haptic feedback. Furthermore, the closed-loop methods benefit the most
from visual feedback because the user has the ability to influence the tool position
towards the forbidden region. However, the addition of visual feedback will not benefit
the open-loop methods, since the user needs to move against the virtual fixture in
order to reach the forbidden-region boundary.

5.5

1-DOF Guidance Virtual Fixtures

In this section, we study the control method for guidance virtual fixtures described
in Section 4.4, is implemented on the 1-DOF testbed. The results presented in this
section are from a single user performing two tasks. The first task is to move the
tool under regular admittance control (steady-hand motion). As stated previously,
the system equation of motion can be described in (5.21) and the admittance control
law reduced to simply

ẋd = ca f,

(5.24)

where ẋd is the desired end-effector velocity. ca is a scalar admittance gain and f is
a scalar force. The control input (commanded stage position) as computed by the
guidance virtual fixture controller (Section 4.4) is
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xs =



Z

m ẍd + kp (xd − xt ) + ki



(xd − xt )dt + kt xt − f /kt .

(5.25)

The controller gains kp and ki are tuned experimentally. Figure 5.14 shows the
velocity profiles of the tool and the stage in comparison to the desired velocity shown
in blue, black, and red, respectively. ca remains constant at 0.8 mm/(sN). Without
compensation for the compliance, the stage, not the tool, moves the desired velocity,
as shown Figure 5.14a. In this scenario, the user loses the sense of steady-hand motion.
The tool velocity profiles gradually matches the desired velocity from Figure 5.14(b-d)
with the feedback controllers. The PI controller resulted in the best performance.
In the second task, the tool is commanded to follow a guidance virtual fixture.
For a 1-DOF system, we simulates a guidance virtual fixture by generating a desired
velocity trajectory from varying the admittance gain, ca , with the following gain
condition:

ca =





d −xt
 xdx−x
t (0)

if




cmax

otherwise

xd −xt
xd −xt (0)

< cmax
,

(5.26)

where xd and xt are a predefined desired position and the tool position, respectively.
xt (0) is a predefined tool position where the condition (5.26) is switched on. In the
experiment, xt (0) is the initial tool position when the user first started moving the
robot. cmax is set at 0.8 mm/(sN). Basically, the gain condition slows down the robot
motion as the tool moves closer to the desired position, xd , and stops the robot when
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the tool reaches the desired position.
Figure 5.15 shows the velocity profiles of one user moving the tool under the
guidance virtual fixture. xd was set at -15 mm from the starting point. As can
be seen in the velocity profiles shown in Figure 5.15, the desired velocity gradually
decreased to zero as the tool approached the desired position. After the user retracted,
the user manipulated the tool under the regular admittance control. Again, the PI
controller yielded the best velocity tracking result. During the experiment, the user
relied only on their haptic feedback to retract the tool once he/she felt that the tool
had stopped. Figure 5.16 shows the tool position under the guidance virtual fixture
without the compliance compensation compared with the tool position achieved with
the PI controller. The open-loop and proportional controller resulted in penetrations
beyond the desired position due to the velocity errors, therefore, are not included.
The figures shown here illustrate the position error caused by the compliance as the
tool returned to its equilibrium position (stage position) when the applied force goes
to zero (Figure 5.16a). This position error is improved with the error compensation
method shown in Figure 5.16b. The partitioned-control methods can be an alternative
approach to create forbidden-region virtual fixtures, though the on/off characteristic
of the traditional forbidden-region virtual fixtures may be more preferable in some
applications. The controller also does not guarantee a convergence in position, but
the performance may be improved by providing a visual feedback, which relies on the
user’s hand-eye coordination. The advantage of the velocity controllers is that the
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Figure 5.14: Velocity profiles of the tool (blue) and the stage (black) under steadyhand motion with (a) admittance control without compliance compensation, (b) openloop controller, (c) proportional controller, and (d) proportional-integral controller.
The desired velocity computed from admittance control law is shown in red.
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Figure 5.15: Velocity profiles of the tool (blue) and the stage (black) under a guidance
virtual fixture with (a) admittance control without compliance compensation, (b)
open-loop controller, (c) with proportional controller, and (d) proportional-integral
controller. The desired velocity is shown in red.
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Figure 5.16: Position profiles of the tool (blue) and the stage (black) under guidance
virtual fixtures with (a) admittance control without compliance compensation, (b)
proportional-integral controller. The applied force is shown in pink. The target tool
position was placed at -15 mm.
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user’s motion control is maintained, unlike a position control method, such as the
closed-loop forbidden-region virtual fixtures, where the user loses the sense of control
over the robot motion.

5.6

Experiment with the 5-DOF JHU Eye Robot

As the first step to implementing the virtual fixture methods on a higher-DOF
system, we now examine the measurement of robot compliance for a more complex
system than the 1-DOF robot described previously. In this section, we describe a
method to determine the compliance of the Johns Hopkins Eye Robot [51] (Figure
5.17(a)). The admittance-controlled robot is equipped with 6-DOF force/torque sensor and can provide five decoupled degrees of freedom: x-y-z translation and rotation
about the x- and y- axes. The rotational stage is mounted on high-precision linear
stages that provide the x-y-z translation. The tilt mechanism (rotation about the
y-axis) is provided by a slider-crank mechanism located inside the carbon-fiber tube.
Despite its design for rigidity, deflection that result in tool positioning errors that can
be observed under cooperative manipulation. Based on the structural design of this
particular robot, the deflection occurs mainly from the bending of the robot arm as
the human operator applies a load (force and/or torque) at its end as shown in the
schematic in Figure 5.17(b).
For the one-dimensional cantilever beam shown in Figure 5.18, the deflection and
slope of the beam under a transverse load can be written in the following form [13]:
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Figure 5.17: (a) The Johns Hopkins Eye Robot [51] and (b) a schematic drawing
of the Eye Robot showing the frame assignments used in the development of the
compliance model.

−f L3
,
3EI
f L2
dy
=
,
dx
2EI
y =

(5.27)

where E and I are the Young’s modulus and the moment of inertia of the beam,
respectively. L is a known distance between the base of the beam and the load. As
can be seen from (5.27), the linear displacement is linearly proportional to the applied
force. The angular displacement (θ) can be calculated by the arctangent of the slope
and is nonlinear to the applied force. However, applying a small-angle approximation
(tan(x) ≈ x), the angular displacement is equal to the slope and linearly dependent
to the applied force. Similarly, the linear and angular displacement can be calculated
following (5.27) under pure bending (torque). The resultant deflection and rotation
can be computed by superposition.
In the planar case, the relationship between the translational and angular displace168
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Figure 5.18: A schematic drawing of a 1D cantilever beam deflection under a transverse force and moment.
ments and the force/torque input can easily be seen. For example, the transverse force
in the y direction results in linear displacement along the y-axis and a rotation about
the z-axis. In our application, the model needs to be extended to three dimensions.
Modeling of beam deflection in three dimensions is highly complex, often involves interaction terms between the different degrees of freedom, and is normally performed
in simulation, such as with Finite Element Modeling. In addition, for our application,
the determination of the mechanical properties of the robot arm is difficult due to the
non-homogeneity of its structural design. Alternatively, we propose a way to directly
determine the compliance by observing the change in the end-effector position and
orientation as force and torque are being applied on the robot.

5.6.1

Linear Compliance Model

With the linear compliance assumption, the linear and angular displacements are
proportional to the applied force and torque by
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d = Cr f,
where d ≡ [x y

z

α β

(5.28)

γ]T , which are the translational displacements along

the x-y-z axes and the angular displacement about the x-y-z axes, respectively. f ≡
[fx

fy

fz

τx

τy

τz ]T is the vector of force and torque in the x-y-z directions,

respectively. Cr is a 6 × 6 compliance matrix to be determined. In our setup, d and
f are known from collected sensor data.
We first investigate a way to simplify the form of the compliance matrix for estimation purposes. Consider the robot schematic shown in Figure 5.17(b), we are
interested in determining the compliance matrix with respect to the robot reference
frame, {w}. With respect to the frame located at the base of the robot arm, {s},
with its x-axis aligned with the arm shaft, the compliance of the shaft mainly contains
diagonal elements and can be represented as




 Crl 03×3 
 fs ,
ds = 


03×3 Crr

(5.29)

where ds and fs are the displacement and force/torque expressed in the robot shaft
frame, {s}, respectively. Crl and Crr are diagonal 3 × 3 matrices with the diagonal
elements [clx

cly

clz ] and [crx

cry

crz ] representing the linear and torsional com-

pliance, respectively. Let [Rsw , psw ] be a known frame transformation that relates
the relative configuration of the shaft base and the robot reference frames, and p̂
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denote the operation that transforms a vector p ∈ R3 into a skew symmetric matrix.
We obtain the displacement in the robot reference frame by applying the following
transformations:





 Rsw p̂sw Rsw
ds = 

03×3
Rsw


fs = 


Rsw
p̂sw Rsw


 pw


(5.30)



03×3 
 fw .

Rsw

(5.31)

Substituting (5.31) and (5.31) into (5.29), the compliance matrix expressed in the
robot frame is





T
T T
Crl + p̂Tsw Crr p̂sw Rsw Rsw
p̂sw Crr Rsw 
 Rsw
 fw .

dw = 

T
T
Crr Rsw
Crr p̂sw Rsw
Rsw
Rsw

(5.32)

After some manipulation, Equation (5.32) can be rewritten with respect to the
unknown compliance terms as

dw = A(Rsw , psw , fw ) [clx

cly

clz

crx

cry

crz ]T ,

(5.33)

in which the matrix A6×6 is a function of the applied force and the relative transformation between the robot and the shaft base frame. For the Eye Robot using the
frame assignment shown in Figure 5.17(b), the matrix A of Equation (5.33) is
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A=










a1
0
a6
0
0
0

0 a2

0 a3

0 


a4 0 0 0 a5 



0 a7 0 a8 0 

,

0 0 a9 0 a10 




0 0 0 a11 0 


0 0 a12 0 a13

where
a1 = c2 θfx + cθsθfz
a2 = s2 θfx − cθsθfz
a3 = s2 θfx L2 − cθsθfz L2 + Lsθτy
a4 = fy
a5 = fy L2 − Lsθτx + Lcθτz
a6 = s2 θfz + cθsθfx
a7 = c2 θfz − cθsθfx
a8 = c2 θfz L2 − cθsθfx L2 − Lcθτy
a9 = c2 θτx + cθsθτz
a10 = s2 θτx − cθsθτz − sθLfy
a11 = τy + Lsθfx − Lcθfz
a12 = s2 θτz + cθsθτz
a13 = c2 θτz − cθsθτx + cθLfy .
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(5.34)

Microscope

Force Sensor
Tool

Figure 5.19: Eye Robot compliance experiment setup with the microscope viewing
the tool rigidly attached to the robot. The applied force is measured by the force
sensor shown.
cθ and sθ of the above equation denote the cosine and sine of -15 degrees (θ). The
detailed derivation of (5.34) is provided in Appendix A. In this formulation, the compliance coefficients can be solved using a linear least-square method over a collection
of corresponding displacements and force inputs.
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5.6.2

Experimental Setup

A microscope with calibrated stereo cameras was used to observe a cylindrical rod,
rigidly attached to the robot’s end-effector, shown as the tool in Figure 5.19. The
applied force and torque were measured in the robot reference frame by a force/torque
sensor (ATI-Nano 17) on the robot. The end-effector position and orientation were
obtained offline by an image processing algorithm as shown in Figure 5.20. First, the
pixels representing the tool are extracted on a binary image using hue segmentation.
The tool tip position can then be reconstructed in 3D using stereo triangulation. The
orientation of the tool on the image plane is computed by the Principle Component
Analysis (PCA). Two corresponding points on the lines in the left and right images are
used to reconstruct the tool orientation in 3D. The end-effector pose computed with
respect to the camera frame is then transformed to the robot reference frame using
the frame transformation obtained from the camera-robot registration process. The
resolution of the stereo reconstruction is approximately 0.04 in the x and y translation,
0.36 mm in the z translation and 0.55 and 4.9 degrees in orientation about the x and y
and the z axes, respectively. These errors are calculated based on 1 pixel error, which
represents the worse case error of the image processing. For the orientation estimation,
the implemented image processing provides sub-pixel accuracy which yields an average
of 0.055 pixels in noise when a stationary tool was observed. This pixel error translates
to 1 degree error in the reconstruction of the tool orientation. The microscope is set
up such that the image plane is closely parallel to the x-y plane of the robot to
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Left Camera

Right Camera

Figure 5.20: (Top row) The views of the cylindrical tool, attached rigidly to the Eye
Robot’s end-effector, as seen under the microscope in the compliance experiment.
(Bottom row) Binary images with the tip (red cross) and tool orientation (green line)
obtained from hue segmentation.
minimize the reconstruction error. The end-effector was tilted at 30 degrees from
vertical to be visible under the microscope. Stereo reconstruction and camera-robot
registration process resulted in average discrepancies of 0.15 mm in x-y translation,
0.28 mm in z translation, and 1.5 degree in rotation from the encoder measurements
when the robot was commanded to move with no external load.
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Figure 5.21: Plots of the change in the end-effector position shown with the corresponding linear best-fit lines for: (a) x displacement vs. applied force along the
x-axis, (b) y displacement vs. applied force along the y-axis, and (c) z displacement
vs. applied force along the z-axis.

5.6.3

Compliance Model Validation

On the Eye Robot, we hypothesize that a linear compliance model can be applied
in the range of the applied force and torque under a normal robot operation. With
the described setup, we first investigate the linearity assumption of the compliance
model. Figures 5.21 and 5.22 show the changes in position and orientation of the
end-effector with respect to the applied force/torque with the corresponding linear
best-fit line and the r-squared value. Figure 5.21 gives the end-effector position in the
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Figure 5.22: Plots of the change in the end-effector orientation shown with the corresponding linear best-fit lines for: (a) rotation vs. applied torque about the x-axis,
(b) rotation vs. applied torque about the y-axis, and (c) rotation vs. applied torque
about the z-axis.
x, y, and z directions when isolated x, y, and z forces. Minimal torque in the range of
± 15 Nmm were applied to the robot’s end-effector in these cases. Figure 5.22 shows
the end-effector orientation about the x, y, and z axes when isolated torques. In this
case, minimal force in the x, y, and z directions in the range of ± 2.5 N were applied
to the robot’s end-effector.
Based on these plots, a linear compliance relationship can be seen in the y-z
translation and the rotation about the x axis, which yield high r-square values. As
shown in Figure 5.17, these degrees of freedom correspond to the deflection of the
shaft in the transverse directions and the rotation about the shaft axis, respectively.
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The results match casual observations of the robot compliance when manipulating the
robot, which more significant deflections occur in those degrees of freedom. In Figure
5.21(a), the data of positions and forces in the x-direction do not yield a meaningful
trend. This may due to the difficulty of applying an isolated axial force to the robot
arm because of how the robot was situated under the microscope. The cloud of points
near the origin may be attributed dependency of the deflection on loads applied in the
other directions. It is also important to note that the changes in position shown in
Figures 5.21(b) and 5.21(c) are significantly higher than the resolution of the imaging
system (approximately 0.04 mm). For the observed changes in the orientation (within
± 2 degrees), the small-angle approximation is valid. This also suggests that the
assumption of a linear relationship between the translational displacement and the
torque input holds. However, the measurements here are close to the resolution of
the imaging system. To capture the true characteristic of the torsional compliance, a
tool tip position sensing method with higher accuracy is needed.
Based on the results of the experiment, we applied Equations (5.33) and (5.34)
to solve for the compliance matrix using a random set of corresponding load and
displacement. The compliance parameters described in (5.33) were computed using MATLAB® linear least-square optimization by imposing a lower bound on the
solution to consider only positive compliance coefficients. The results of the optimization computed from 34 data points yields the compliance coefficients: clx = 0,
cly = 0.000138, clz = 0.000248, crx = 0.05674, cry = 0, and crz = 0, with a resid-
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Figure 5.23: Comparison of the actual and predicted deflections with the linear and
angular displacements shown in the left and right columns, respectively. The black
diagonal line indicates when the actual and predicted values match perfectly.
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ual norm of 5.645 × 10−4 . The units of the compliance coefficients are in m/N and
rad/(Nm) for linear and torsional coefficients, respectively. The solution is insensitive
to the starting condition; however, it is highly sensitive to the measurement noise,
especially noise in orientation measurements. These coefficients were used on another
set of data to predict the arm deflection. Figure 5.23 shows the comparisons of the
measured versus the predicted deflection. As seen in the figure, the fit is especially
poor in prediction of the orientations. The plot shows a descent prediction in the
linear deflection along the y axis. However, it is difficult to validate the proposed
compliance model as we are currently limited by the accuracy of the existing sensors
on the JHU Eye Robot.
The virtual fixture control methods described in Chapter 4 could be generalized
to be implemented on the Eye Robot. However, the approach is limited by the lack of
an accurate knowledge of the robot dynamic parameters. In future work, sensitivity
analysis of the solution of the least-squares optimization may be used to determine
an appropriate resolution as well as accuracy of the pose estimation. In the current
method, we tested the sensitivity of the least-squares solution by perturbing the
position and orientation measurements by the amount of the observed resolution (0.04
mm in position and 1 to 2 degrees in orientation). We observed high sensitivity with
respect to noise in orientation as described previously. In future work, a more rigorous
sensitivity analysis is needed to determine the exact orientation sensing resolution
required to obtain a meaningful compliance estimate.
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The pose estimation may be improved in several ways. First, a sensor with higher
resolution, such as a microscope at high magnification, can be used to improve the
sensing resolution. Second, the camera-robot setup can also be modified to improve
the measurement sensitivity. For example, applying a stereo system with wider baseline or cameras with longer focal lengths will increase the sensing resolution. Third,
the measurement accuracy can also be improved by minimizing the robot motion
away from the image plane. For example, the robot can be configured so that the
degree of freedom of interest is closely aligned with the x-y plane of the vision system.
Lastly, more measurements can be taken to reduce the effect of measurement noise.
In addition, an external sensor such as the Optotrak or another vision system can be
used to first validate the accuracy of the existing sensors. Currently, these approaches
are limited by the inflexibility of the microscope-robot setup and the difficulty of obtaining the camera calibration parameters at high magnification. Furthermore, the
robot dynamic parameters will most likely be configuration-dependent and/or nonlinear due to the complex linkage design of rotational stage of the robot. An online
estimation of robot compliance and user-specific hand parameters using computer
vision and an adaptive control approach based on initial estimates of the parameters
obtained from the experiment may be used to improve the robustness of the virtual
fixture methods.
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5.7

Conclusions

In this chapter, we examined the performance of the virtual fixture controllers,
described in Chapter 4, with a user study on a 1-DOF compliant human-machine
cooperative system. First, the implementation of the Kalman filter resulted in an improvement in the position estimates. The user study demonstrated the effectiveness
of the Hand-Dynamic and Force-Based Methods in preventing the tool from entering the forbidden regions. The closed-loop Forbidden-region virtual fixture controller
allowed the tool to approach the forbidden region; however, boundary penetrations
were observed. The evaluation of the users’ force profiles during the closed-loop
Forbidden-region virtual fixture led to a hypothesis that the penetration occurred
due to user’s lack of distinct haptic feedback upon virtual fixture contact. We also
conducted a preliminary experiment (Experiment II) to evaluate the performance of
the control methods when visual feedback was provided to compensate for the lack
of haptic feedback. When cognitive load was added no significant increase in boundary penetration was observed. The experimental results showed that the addition of
visual feedback leads to significant performance improvement using the closed-loop
method, though visual feedback alone was not enough to prevent penetration into the
forbidden region. This indicates the importance of both the proposed controllers and
an appropriate workspace visualization in accurate virtual fixture performance. The
Guidance virtual fixture controllers were also implemented on the 1-DOF testbed.
The controllers achieved the desired end-effector velocity during a steady-hand op182

eration under the admittance control and Guidance virtual fixtures. This approach
can also be used to create forbidden-region virtual fixtures, for example, by gradually
decreasing the user’s velocity as he/she approaches a desired boundary. However, the
on/off characteristic of the traditional forbidden-region virtual fixtures, in which the
user freely moves outside of the virtual fixture boundary, may be more desirable in
some applications.
We also described a method to obtain the compliance model for a robot with
higher degrees of freedom. This is an essential step in extending the proposed virtual fixture controllers to be implemented on a general class of admittance-controlled
human-machine cooperative system. We used the JHU Steady-hand Eye Robot in our
experiment. A linear compliance model was proposed, in which the robot compliance
matrix can be computed from the measured displacement and force/torque input.
Our initial experiment using off-line image processing indicated that a linear compliance provides an appropriate model for the robot. However, further verification,
which requires a position sensor with higher accuracy, is needed to obtain an accurate
estimation of the robot compliance, which would be suitable for use in virtual fixture
control.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
The research presented in this dissertation improves the design and implementation of virtual fixtures for admittance-controlled human-machine cooperative systems
in three aspects. First, we extended a previous vision-based virtual fixture implementation to tasks in three dimensions. The use of a visual sensing system to obtain
real-time knowledge of the workspace enables a robust virtual fixture implementation,
since the information regarding the reference path can be determined intraoperatively.
We investigated the efficacy of the virtual fixtures for microsurgical procedures, in
particular, ophthalmic surgery. We implemented virtual fixtures using a scaled-up
retinal vein cannulation testbed. A stereo camera system provided real-time pose
estimation of the tool and 3D reconstruction of the workspace, which were used to
compute the virtual fixture geometry. To our knowledge, this testbed provides the
first example of a virtual fixture implemented on human-machine cooperative system
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based entirely on a visual reconstruction of the surrounding environment.
As reported in Chapter 2, the experimental results showed that virtual fixtures
achieve accuracy near the resolution of the vision system; however, the work needs
to be extended to a micro-scale setup. A preliminary study by other researchers in
our group [94] has evaluated the efficacy of a steady-hand cooperative system in a
micro-scale vein cannulation task. However, neither the vision system nor virtual
fixtures were implemented in that work. In addition to microsurgery, virtual fixtures
may be extended to provide assistance during more complex fine manipulation tasks
such as micro-manipulation of biological tissue and manufacturing microassembly.
Work related to the virtual fixture application in these areas was begun by Kumar
et al. for a single cell microinjection of mouse embryo [56, 74]. Lin et al. investigated
the efficacy of virtual fixtures in aiding precision alignment and attachment of photonic components and fine-lead soldering on a commercial micron-precision InvinioSix
platform (Invinios, Inc., Santa Barbara, CA) [84]. Besides aiding the human operator
intraoperatively, another interesting application of guidance virtual fixtures is to use
them as a training tool to “teach” the operator the desired motion and can later
be removed. This approach may lead to applications such as surgical training and
rehabilitation [25, 39].
Second, we developed human-factors design and implementation guidelines for
robot assistance in human-machine systems. In Chapter 3, we performed two humanfactors studies to (1) directly compare the performance of steady-hand cooperative
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and teleoperation systems and (2) investigate the appropriate balance between human
control and virtual fixture guidance. The experimental results indicate that steadyhand teleoperation with a pseudo-admittance control law is comparable to steadyhand cooperative manipulation in performing targeting tasks in terms of execution
time, but it performs worse in terms of error. Each manipulation paradigm offers
advantages and disadvantages. Admittance-controlled cooperative systems provide
users with precise motion and preserve direct proprioception, making them more
intuitive to use. Teleoperated systems offer more operational flexibility, incorporating
motion scalability and the freedom for the user to operate from a distant location. The
implementation of the pseudo-admittance control on teleoperators of the impedance
rather than admittance type has the added benefit that the admittance-like behavior
can simply be turned off, which allows both traditional impedance and admittance
control with the same hardware.
The second human-factors study demonstrated the importance of selecting an
appropriate virtual fixture guidance level for optimal performance. The experimental
results show that a large amount of guidance improves performance in path-following
tasks; however, it worsens the performance on tasks that require off-path motion.
Based on these results, we developed a virtual fixture gain selection technique that
can be used to tune the gain based on the nature of the task and user’s preference. In
future work, automatic task segmentation may be necessary for optimal performance
of virtual fixtures. A few artificial intelligence techniques, such as Hidden-Markov
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Models, have been proposed to detect task switching [68, 49, 82]. Our technique for
selecting an optimal virtual fixture gain may be used together with these artificial
intelligence methods to tune a virtual fixture system based on information regarding
the purposes of different task segments.
Lastly, in Chapters 4 and 5, we presented and validated several methods to improve virtual fixture performance on an admittance-controlled cooperative system
with robot compliance. Despite the benefits of virtual fixtures, we have observed in
the past experiments that robot compliance degrades virtual fixture performance. In
a rigid robot, the end-effector pose is computed from the forward kinematics based
on the joint positions measured by the encoders. Since the operator directly applies a
force to the robot in the cooperative paradigm, robot compliance along with involuntary human hand motion results in a pose error which cannot be detected by typical
joint position sensors. With this error, the virtual fixture performance degrades as its
geometry is incorrectly defined due to an incorrect assumption of the end-effector location with respect to the workspace. This error causes the end-effector to enter into
undesired regions and prevents the operator’s motion from following the commanded
velocity trajectory generated during steady-hand motion or from guidance virtual
fixtures. Cameras can be used to obtain accurate end-effector position; however, the
information is obtained at a slow update rate.
To solve this problem, a Kalman filter is used to improve the usefulness of the
end-effector pose estimates obtained from a visual system at discrete intervals. Based
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on a linear system dynamic model, virtual fixture control methods were developed
to compensate for the effect of robot compliance to improve both free-space steadyhand motion as well as the performance of forbidden-region and guidance virtual
fixtures. For Forbidden-region virtual fixtures, Dynamically-defined virtual fixtures
were developed to prevent undesired tool motion beyond a forbidden-region boundary,
considering both the robot and hand dynamics. Variants of this approach include the
Velocity-Based, Force-Based, and Hand-Dynamic methods. Since the Dynamicallydefined virtual fixtures may leave the end-effector at a conservative distance away
from the forbidden region, a closed-loop position controller is proposed to allow the
tool to move closer to the forbidden region. In addition, a partitioned control method
was proposed to achieve the desired end-effector velocity during the steady-hand
motion and/or guidance along a velocity trajectory computed by a virtual fixture.
The methods were validated on a 1-DOF admittance-controlled cooperative system;
experimental results are presented in Chapter 5.
On the 1-DOF testbed, the Dynamically-defined virtual fixtures were shown to
be effective in preventing the end-effector from entering an undesired region. The
closed-loop Forbidden-region virtual fixture controller allowed the tool to approach
the forbidden region; however, boundary penetrations were observed. We hypothesized that the penetration occurred due to user’s lack of distinct haptic feedback
upon virtual fixture contact with the closed-loop method. With the second user experiment, the addition of visual feedback led to significant improvement of the closed-
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loop method, though visual feedback alone was not enough to prevent penetration.
This indicates the importance of both the proposed controllers and an appropriate
workspace visualization in improving virtual fixture performance.
The Guidance virtual fixture controllers were also implemented on the 1-DOF
testbed. The controllers achieved the desired end-effector velocity during steadyhand operation under admittance control and with Guidance virtual fixtures. The
controller offers an alternative approach to create forbidden-region virtual fixtures,
though the on/off characteristic of traditional forbidden-region virtual fixtures may
be more preferable in some applications. The controller also does not guarantee
convergence in position, but the performance may be improved by providing visual
feedback, which relies on the user’s hand-eye coordination. The advantage of the
velocity controllers is that the user’s motion control is maintained. In contrast, the
user loses the sense of control over the robot motion with closed-loop Forbidden-region
virtual fixtures.
The virtual fixture methods presented in Chapter 4 need to be implemented and
validated for systems with higher degrees of freedom. In these systems, difficulties
arise in the system parameter identification, both for the robot and the human hand
dynamics. These parameters include the robot mass and compliance, as well as the
mass, damping, and stiffness parameters of the hand. In Chapter 5, we proposed
a method to compute the robot compliance on a high-degrees-of-freedom humanmachine cooperative system, the JHU Steady-hand Eye Robot. However, our method
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is limited by the accuracy of vision-based pose sensing. This maybe improved by
applying a sensor with higher resolution such as a microscope at high magnification
and more accurate image processing. With microscope, the primary difficulty lies in
obtaining the calibration parameters at high magnification.
In addition, the Hand-Dynamic method for the 1-DOF system invoked average
user hand parameters, which were determined for that particular the system. Userspecific implementation of the Hand-Dynamic Method should improve its performance
over that of the Force-Based Method. An improvement in the sensing capability
is also essential to capture the system dynamics parameters. Since these dynamic
parameters are most likely configuration-dependent, one area of future research is
the online estimation of robot compliance and user-specific hand parameters using
computer vision and adaptive control. Initial estimates of the parameters based on
user studies could speed convergence during adaptation. In addition, the system
model proposed in Chapter 4 assumes a linear robot model with an ideal kinematics
and that robot compliance is the dominant contributor to the system inaccuracy. In a
more complex system, these assumptions may no longer be true, which is a limitation
of our method. The proposed system model needs to be extended to include other
sources of error such as inaccurate robot kinematics, nonlinear compliance, friction,
and backlash. The effects of these unwanted dynamics can be compensated for by
feedforwarding them during the control; however, this assumes that an accurate model
is obtained in advance.
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In this work, we focused on position and/or velocity control to compensate for
position or velocity error in a compliant admittance-controlled cooperative system.
Our work thus far has been performed for a situation in which the tool is not interacting with the environment. In the case of a compliant human-machine system,
tool-environment interaction will have a significant effect on system performance. As
an external load generates position errors when being applied to a compliant system,
errors can be minimized through the regulation of the amount of applied load using force control. Roy and Whitcomb have considered force control for traditional
position-controlled robots [103]. However, this requires an additional force sensor or
a dynamic model of the tool-environment interaction. Moreover, tool-environment
interaction may also change the dynamic properties of the human hand during robot
manipulation. This would affect the performance of the Hand-dynamic method for
Forbidden-region virtual fixtures and would require further study.
In conclusion, virtual fixtures and the larger human-machine collaborative paradigm
are advantageous approaches for a human operator to share control of a tool with a
robotic system. Even though the research in our group has focused on medical applications, there are many other useful applications for this technology. In macro-scale
applications, cooperative robots and motion guidance techniques have been shown
to be effective in aiding human operators in tasks such as automotive assembly with
Cobots [98] and in orthopedic surgery with the Acrobot system [27]. The implementation of virtual fixtures needs to be further validated in real micro-scale tasks. At
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the micro-scale, the accuracy requirements in motion and sensing capabilities pose
significant challenges for the expansion of virtual fixture implementation. As shown
by the work presented in this dissertation, the accuracy of some of these cooperative
systems is limited by unwanted dynamics such as robot compliance and human involuntary motion. The performance of virtual fixtures is also dependent on the accuracy
of the sensors, such as the vision system, as obtaining the correct knowledge of the
workspace is essential to the online computation of the guidance. Surgical procedures
present a particular challenge for sophisticated image processing techniques and task
visualization, as the surgery normally involves manipulation in unstructured, often
cluttered, environments. In our work, we have addressed several specific aspects of
these challenges in order to improve virtual fixture design and implementation, and
we have shown that our methods lead to overall system performance improvements.
So far, these methods are implemented on tasks at macro-scale; however, the work
presented provides a general framework that can be extended to a micro-scale implementation.
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Appendix A
Eye Robot Linear Compliance
Model
In this section, we describe a method to determine the compliance of the Johns
Hopkins Eye Robot [51]. The robot is equipped with 6-DOF force/torque sensor and
can provide five decoupled degrees of freedom: x-y-z translation and rotation about
the x- and y- axes. The rotational stage is mounted on high-precision linear stages
that provide the x-y-z translation. The tilt mechanism (rotation about the y-axis) is
provided by a slider-crank mechanism located inside the carbon-fiber tube. Based on
the structural design of this particular robot, the deflection occurs mainly from the
bending of the robot arm as the human operator applies a load (force and/or torque)
at its end as shown in the schematic in Figure A.1. With the linear compliance
assumption, the linear and angular displacements are proportional to the applied
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Figure A.1: A schematic drawing of the Eye Robot showing the frame assignments
used in the development of the compliance model.
force and torque at the end of the shaft. With respect to the frame located at the
base of the robot arm, {s}, with its x-axis aligned with the arm shaft, the compliance
of the shaft mainly contains diagonal elements and can be represented as




 Crl 03×3 
 fs ,
ds = 


03×3 Crr

(A.1)

We are interested in determining the compliance matrix with respect to the robot
reference frame, {w}. In the robot configuration shown in Figure A.1, the relative
rigid-body transformation between the shaft-base frame, {s}, and the robot reference
frame, {w}, is
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Tsw = [Rsw , psw ]
=

where θ =

−π
.
12

h

i
Ry (θ), [L 0 0]T ,

(A.2)

Based on the frame assignments, the linear and angular deflection can

be written in the robot reference by applying the following transformations:





 Rsw p̂sw Rsw
ds = 

03×3
Rsw


fs = 


Rsw
p̂sw Rsw


 pw


(A.3)



03×3 
 fw .

Rsw

(A.4)

Substituting (A.3) and (A.4) into (A.1), the compliance matrix expressed in the
robot frame is






dw

T
T T
Crl + p̂Tsw Crr p̂sw Rsw Rsw
p̂sw Crr Rsw 
 Rsw
 fw

= 

T
T
Rsw
Crr p̂sw Rsw
Rsw
Crr Rsw



 C1
= 

C3

C2 
 fw .

C4

(A.5)

(A.6)

Substituting for Rsw and psw , we get
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C1

C2

C3

C4



0
cθsθ(clx − clz + L2 cry )
 clx c2 θ + s2 θ(clz + L2 cry )


= 
0
cly + L2 crz
0



cθsθ(clx − clz + L2 cry )
0
clx s2 θ + c2 θ(clz + L2 cry )


0
Lsθcry
0



= 
0
Lcθcrz
 −Lsθcrz


0
−Lcθcry
0

0
−Lsθcrz
0



= 
0
−Lcθcry
 Lsθcry


0
Lcθcrz
0













(A.7)




(A.8)










(A.9)



 crx c2 θ + crz s2 θ 0 (crx − crz )cθsθ


= 
0
cry
0



(crx − crz )cθsθ 0 crx s2 θ + crz c2 θ









(A.10)

By factoring out the force and torque terms of (A.7) to (A.10), (A.5) can be
written in terms of the compliance coefficient as

dw = A [clx

cly

clz
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crx

cry

crz ]T ,

(A.11)

where A can be represented as










A=











a1
0
a6
0
0
0

0 a2

0 a3

0 


a4 0 0 0 a5 



0 a7 0 a8 0 

,

0 0 a9 0 a10 




0 0 0 a11 0 


0 0 a12 0 a13

where
a1 = c2 θfx + cθsθfz
a2 = s2 θfx − cθsθfz
a3 = s2 θfx L2 − cθsθfz L2 + Lsθτy
a4 = fy
a5 = fy L2 − Lsθτx + Lcθτz
a6 = s2 θfz + cθsθfx
a7 = c2 θfz − cθsθfx
a8 = c2 θfz L2 − cθsθfx L2 − Lcθτy
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(A.12)

a9 = c2 θτx + cθsθτz
a10 = s2 θτx − cθsθτz − sθLfy
a11 = τy + Lsθfx − Lcθfz
a12 = s2 θτz + cθsθτz
a13 = c2 θτz − cθsθτx + cθLfy .
The compliance coefficients, [clx

cly

clz

crx

cry

crz ], can be solved in a least-

squares fashion from (A.11). By substituting the compliance coefficients in (A.7)(A.10), we can now construct the robot compliance matrix following Equation (A.6).
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